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After 8 p.m. tomorrow night there 
will be a newly elected government in 
I B.C. For a final look at the campaign in 
Skeena, turn to pages 4 and 5.  
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Serving the communities of Terrace, Thornhill, Usk, Cedarvale, Kitwanga, Mezladin, Stewart and the Nass Valley 
Phone 635-7840 
Fax 635-7269 
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75 cents plus GST 
Highways damaged, 
bridges threatened 
Rains cut off Nass Valley 
HEAVY RAINS OVER THE PASTWEEK HAVE ISOLATED 
nearly 3,000 Nass Valley residents. The Terrace Weather 
Office says 242.2 millimctrcs (9.54 inches) of rain fell in 
the Northwest between Oct. 6 and 14, far more than the 
annual monthly average for October. 
According to John Buckle, Skeena regional manager for the Ministry 
of Highways, the resulting runoff flooded the lower Nass Valley, raised 
the water level in Lava Lake well above the level of the Nisga'a 
Highway, and threatened to destroy the Cedar River bridge. 
Buckle said Tuesday them was "water everywhere" in the Nass 
Valley. In some areas roads wore submerged under mort than a metre 
or" water. He added that there has been extensive erosion on many 
sections of roadway. At'tcr tic flood water recedes, Buckle said, the 
situation can bc analyzed and repair estimates can begin. 
The Ministry of Forests confirmed Tuesday that the storm had also 
caused extensive damage to the road north of Nass Camp, effectively 
isolating Greenville, New Aiyansh, Canyon City and Nass Camp. 
In a telephone interview Tuesday morning, Lakaizap (Greenville) band 
administrator Wallace Clark said there was some concern but generally 
the village was coping with the problems of high water and isolation 
quite well. According to Clark, several waterfront residences prepared 
for what appeared to be certain flooding but wore spared. 
There was a shortage of some food and health supplies, however, and 
a helicopter was expected around noon Tuesday with emergency rations. 
Clark said Tuesday morning the health centre had exhausted their 
supply of children's Tylenol, and while there was an abundance of 
traditional native foods and canned goods, them was a serious shortage 
of items like dbposabl¢ diapers and perishables such as fruit, milk, 
bread and ©gBS; - -  Continued on page 31 
READING THE WRECKAGE. Terrace fire chief Bob Beckett consults with RCMP 
Investigators Cst. Swanson and Cst. Praticante, while an exhausted Dean Prins wades 
through the charred remains of the Terrace Public Market on Greig Ave. A fire of unknown 
origin swept through the building early last Fdday morning and is still under investigation. 
According to Terrace fire chief Bob Beckett three fire trucks and nearly every firefighter in 
Terrace responded to the blaze; it took considerable effort to bring the fire under control. 
There were two other fires in the Terrace area in the past week, both of a minor nature. The 
first occurred in a 4900 block Graham Ave. residence on Oct; 8 when some potatoes left on 
top of a stove were accidently ignited and the second happened at the Muks-kum-ol housing 
complex at 2509 Pear when children playing with matches started a small bedroom fire. 
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WOMEN IN BUSINESS 
Aspecial report .-13-17 
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POL ICE  REPC) ?T ' 
An RCMP investigation con- 
tinues into a break and enter and 
theft at Copperside 4, which is 
located at 2891 Clark St. in Them- 
hill. According to RCMP C'pl. 
Garry Moritz, one or more thieves 
smashed the glass in the front door 
of the store at about 4:29 a.m. last 
Saturday and made off with a 
quantity of cigarettes and lottery 
tickets. The value of the stolen 
property is unknown at this time. 
Three Vanderhoof residents 
appeared in Terrace Provincial 
Couit yesterday to face charges of 
possession of stolen property. 
According to Terrace RCMP Cst. 
Beam, 19-year-old John William 
Lawrence and two young offende~ noise~ alerted the on-duty, station 
were apprehended in a stolen 1982 attendant who was assaulted by 
Honda Prelude south of Mountain- Strain when he • decided to investl- 
view Manor on Greig Ave. at 
about 4:15 a.m Tuesday. Beam 
adds that a loaded .303 rifle was 
found in the trunk of the car. 
Terrace resident Neil Leonard ¢ 
Skain, 20, was arrested by RCMP 
last Thursday and charged with 
robbery with violence, assault 
causing bodily harm, and mischief 
to private property: According to 
RCMP Cpl. Garry Moritz, Strain 
entered East End Chevron at about 
11;50 p.m. Monday Oct. 7, went 
into the washroom, and attempted 
to steal a vending machine. The 
gatc.,The station attendant was 
taken to Mills. Memorial Hospital 
where he was treated androleased. 
The vandalized vending machine 
was left in a state of disrepair. 
Speeding vehicles tend to draw 
attention to themselves. At 9 p.m. 
last Friday the 18-year-old river 
of a vehicle clocked on radar at 
142 ldlometres per.hour (85 miles 
per hour) in a 60 idlometre p¢I 
hour zone on Highway 16 by 
Skeena Sawmills was stopped by 
local RCMP and subsequently 
charged with impaired riving. 
 PARKER,,,PROGRESS 
PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE TO RE.ELECT OAVE PARKEm I 
Thank-you! 
COPPERSIDE FOODS 
For supporting local 4-H 
Thank-you Copperside Foods for buying my 
Grand Champion market steer at the 
Skeena Fall Valley Fair.. .. .. .. . Dayid Kozier 
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m SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM m 
1 year-  $39.00, plus GST 
+. + close up magazine, $1o extra In Terrace and Thornhill 
[3 Cheque El Money Order [3 Master Card [3 Visa 
Card No. 
Expiry Date 
Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
Please send a subscription to: 
NamA i 
AddresF 
Postal Codo 
PhOne, ,- 
Seniors in Terrace & District $30.00 
Seniors outside Terrace & District $33.00 
Out of Canada $100.00 
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LIQUOR LICENCE ON THE LINE 
The fate of eli's Place may bc known soon. The liquor 
licence for the Lakelse Lake restaurant and cabaret was 
suspended earlier this month following complaints from 
neighbouring residents over noise, traffice, and the type of 
clientele attracted by strippers performing there. Terrace liquor 
inspector Lynn Tryon says a meeting will be held sometime 
today at which eli 's owner, Emmanuel Centltagoya, will be 
asked to explain why his liquor licence should be reinstated. 
Hearing (2entitagoya's plea will be liquor control and licensing 
branch officials Robert Silver and Ed Owsianski. 
PUBLIC NOTIC~is given to the electors of School District 
No. 88 (Terrace) that I require the presence of said 
electors in the places herein designated, on Monday; 
October 28, 1991 between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 
12:00 noon, to elect: 
.Trustee (one) - for a two year term (1992/93 calendar 
years) to represent the Terrace area and environs; 
Trustee (one) - for a two year term (1992/93 ,calendar 
years) to represent the Hazelton-Kitwanga areas and 
envdons. 
Trustee (one) - for a two year term (1992/93 Calendar 
years) to represent the reserves of Gltwangak, 
Kltwancool and Kltsegukla. 
At the SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE, 3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C. for the electors of the Terrace and Terrace 
rural voting area. 
At the HAZELTON VILLAGE OFFICE, and the NEW 
HAZELTON MUNICIPAL OFFICE, for electors of the 
Village of Hazelton and Hazelton voting area. 
At the SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE, 3211 Kenney Street,, 
Terrace, B.C. for the electors • of the Gitwan'gak, 
Kitwancool and Kitsegukla reserves. 
The mode of nomination of candidates hall be as follows: 
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly 
qualified electors of the Assessment District. The 
nomination paper shall be delivered to the returning 
officer, or designate, at any time between the date of this 
notice and noon of the day of nomination. The nomination 
paper shall state the name, residence and occupation of 
the person nominated in such a manner as to sufficiently 
identify such candidate. The nomination paper shall be 
signed by the candidate. 
In the event of a poll being necessary, advance polls and 
regular polls will be held at the following places, dates and 
times: 
i_~ of Terrace and Terrace Rural Area~. 
- Advance Poll, Friday, November 08, 1991, Terrace & 
District School Board Office, 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
- Advance Poll, Friday, November 15, 1991•, Mills 
Memorial Hospital, 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
- Regular Poll, Saturday, November 16, 1991, Terrace, 
Rosswood, Usk, Thornhill, Lakesle Lake, Cedarvale, New 
Remo, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Municipalities of HezQIton and Hezelton ~ Areas: 
- Advance Poll, Friday, November 08, 1991, Hazelton 
Municipal Office, 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
- Advance Poll, Thursday, November 14, 1991, New 
Hazelton Municipal Hall, 3026 Bowser, 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 
p.m. 
- Advance Poll, Friday, November 08, 1991, Kitwanga 
Elementary Secondary School, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
- Regular Poll, Saturday, November 16, 1991, Hazelton, 
Two Mile South Town, Kitwanga, Kispiox Valley, New 
Town, Moricetown, Kispiox Village, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Reserves of ~ Kltwancool arid J~J.t.t~ZgJ~a 
"Advance Poll, Friday, November 08, 1991, Kitwanga 
Elementary/Secondary School, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
- Regular Poll, Saturday, November 16, 1991, at 
Gitwangak, Kitwancool and Kitsegukla, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 
p.m. "- 
Every person is hereby required to take notice and govern 
himself accordingly. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT TERRACE, B.C. 
this 4th day of October, 1991 
(Mrs.) Elaine Johnson 
Returning Officer 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 3E9 
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There's only one way 
tO get British Columbia 
lback on track. 
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Grace. McCarthy was right: The B.C. 'Harcourt is one of those rare 
spirit has been seriously damaged over polia'cians who doesn't have a hidden 
me past five years, agenda." 
But now it's time to put the past Macleans 
behind us. : 
It'stime fc~r new energy. New 
people. New ioeas. And new . . . .  <,~:~,:~;:~ 
opportumues. 
It's time for a government as :~ ~ 
honest and ll~trd-working as the people 
who pay for it. 
That's tfte change Mike Harcourt 
and the New lJemocrats offer: A 
change for tla~,, better. 
• PETER C. NEWMAN, 
"He wants the best for the most 
for the least. He wants to spend as 
little as possible to the widest effect." ..... 
-- DENNY BOYD, Vancouver Sun 
'Harcourt gives off a quiet air of 
confidence that stands out." 
-- JIM HUME, Victoria Times-Colonist 
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There is a better way for B.C. 
It's time for a change. 
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GIESBRECHT 
#2 - 4623 Park,  Terrace - 635-4146 
224 City Centre ,  K i t imat  - 632-4184 
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Harcourt renews health and 
budget pledges in Terrace 
TERRACE - -  After being met 
by a chanting, placard-waving 
• group of about 20 Pro-Life 
society members and more than 
50 local party supporters Satur- 
day afternoon, New Democrat 
leader Mike Harcourt repeated 
NDP commitments to sort out 
health care concerns while bal- 
ancing the provincial budget. 
Harcourt, accompanied by a 
hoard of lower mainland 
reporters and camera crews and 
a group of party handlers, com- 
mended Skeena candidate Hal. 
mut Giesbrecht and his organiz- 
ation for a well-run campaign, 
greeting Giesbrecht as "your 
worship", a reference to both 
Giesbrecht's former status as 
mayor of Terrace and Harcourt's 
as mayor of Vancouver. 
He told the crowd he was 
pleased to see" the divisiveness 
which at one time characterized 
Skeena gone, saying, "This con- 
stituency is a coalition of people 
who want change.., bye-bye, 
Dave." 
Noting the recent difficulties in 
financing Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal has experienced, Harcourt 
asserted that health care in the 
north "has not always been that 
well serviced". He pledged that 
an NDP administration would 
spend 50 percent of its income 
from lottery tickets - -  an 
amount hat hc tagged at about 
$100 million - -  on health care 
and immediately address the 
problem of waiting lists for heart 
surgery and cancer treatment. He 
also pledged to include the cost 
of transportation for special 
medical services in the items 
covered by the Medical Services 
Plan. 
Harcourt also countered the 
assertions by Social Credit oppo- 
nents that• the NDP will drive 
B.C. $15 billion further into debt 
in the next five years. He 
claimed the difference in spend- 
ing between the NDP's program 
platform and that o f  Social 
Credit would be $275 million 
per year. The Rita Johnston 
administration, he said, had 
brought in the largest deficit in 
B.C. history. "They're asking for 
a blank cheque," he said. 
Harcourt also took a brief 
swipe at the B.C. Liberals, who 
recently surged in opinion polls 
after leader Gordon Wilson's 
favourable performance in a 
televised ebate Oct. 8. "Gordon 
Wilson will now be under scru- 
tiny; the honeymoon's over, His 
policy is to lower taxes and raise 
spending," he said. 
As he left Giesbrecht's cam- 
paign headquarters on Park 
Ave., Harcourt was again con- 
fronted with the pro-life group. 
Isobel Brophy, standing on a 
plastic crate and attracting a 
crowd of photographers and 
camera crews like a magnet, told 
Harcourt hat a woman recently 
died after an abortion performed 
at Mills Memorial Hospital and 
asked him what an NDP govern- 
ment would do about informing 
women of the potentialconse- 
quences of abortion. 
Brophy, a nurse at Mills Memor- 
ial and an ardent pro-lifcr, said 
most tonsillectomy patients are 
better briefed on that procedure 
than abortion candidates are on 
theirs. 
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WINDOW STICKER. A Terrace Pro-Life Association 
member tries to give NDP leader Mike Harcourt something to 
think about as he leaves Terrace. The sign plastered against 
the windshield of Harcourt's chartered bus reads, "Abortion 
hurts women". 
Harcourt replied that an infor- 
mative approach for women on 
abortion would be part of the 
enhanced health services the 
NDP is campaigning for, but he 
added the party's policy is clear 
on abortion m it's a decision to 
be made by women and their 
doctors, not by government. 
Harcourt was in Terrace ap- 
proximately an hour, having left 
Vancouver in the morning to 
speak in Smithers, flown here 
and then returned to Vancouver. 
Business not afraid of change, Giesbrecht says 
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ment, Giesbrecht says. The 
document claims, With a caution- 
ary note that accurate conomic 
projections are difficult to make, 
that the policy would bring 
about a $1.2 billion surplus by 
the 1996-97 fiscal year. 
Giesbrecht admits that the 
promises for increased services 
and staffing in government 
particularly in  health, social 
services, forestry and environ- 
ment m will cost, but he says 
the taxation and waste reduction 
programs account for spending 
increases about 1.5 percentper 
year higher than the Social 
Credit platform. 
When asked if the surplus and then 
indicated for the fifth year and aromid 10 
the redistribution of  taxation results. 
might mean tax reductions for 
some people, Giesbrecht replied, 
"It's hard to say. It might not be 
immediately obvious, but over 
the years people may notice that 
there's less of a drain on their 
incomes. And there will be a 
noticeable improvement in ser. 
vices." 
Helmut Giesbrech t spent much 
of the final week of the cam. 
paign canvassing voters, and 
greeted NDP leader Mike Har- 
court in a brief rally Saturday at 
his Terrace headquarters. Cam- 
paign manager Gaff Murray says 
heplans to spend the first part 
of the election night in Kitimat 
return to Terrace 
p.m. for the final 
available to the Auditor General, 
traditionally considered the 
watchdog of government spend- 
ing. He quotes former federal 
Auditor General Ken Dye, who 
said every dollar invested in 
monitoring saves ten dollars. 
The party's fiscal framework 
policy projects avings over five 
years of $300 million total 
through waste reduction. 
Giesbrecht believes govern- 
ment can become more efficient 
through better communication 
among departments that now 
often operate in virtual isola- 
tion. "We would define methods 
of communication between min- 
istries. For example, the deputy 
ministers seldom get together." 
He would also like to see the 
legislative committees reacti- 
vated, he says, noting that they 
rarely meet now. Those all-party 
committees are particularly 
important when it comes to 
examining spending estimates, 
he says. 
The actual structure of govern- 
ment - -  the number and nature 
of Cabinet portfolios - - i s  the 
prerogative of the leader, Gies- 
brecht said. He noted, however, 
that it has to be controlled 
because very additional minis- 
try creates additional administra- 
tive costs. 
The Social Credit assertion that 
the NDP would place the prov- 
ince $15 billion in debt over the 
next five years is countered in 
the NDP fiscal framework docu- 
College forum samples candidate views 
to jobs. Giesbrecht also took a 
swipe at  Parker's campaign by 
saying, "I'm proud to be a can- 
didate and to include my party's 
logo on my campaign literature." 
Parker's campaign literature and 
advertising does not mention the 
Social Credit party or leader 
Rita Johnston. 
Social Credit candidate Dave 
Parker opened with a brief sum- 
mary of his record as MLA over 
the past five years, noting that 
the commencement of provincial 
participation i native land claim 
settlements began in the nearby 
Nass Valley and citing pending 
developments including the 
Kitimat-Terrace port authority 
and the University of Northern 
B.C, Parker also took a shot at 
former NDP MLA Frank 
Howard, saying he had 10 years' 
worth of work to catch up with 
when first elected, and Skeena 
MP Jim Fulton as well, suggest- 
ing that his office had done 
~nstituency work for the federal 
member. 
Because they organized the 
forum, the students' association 
got the first round of questioning 
and submitted five questions on 
post-secondary education. Time 
allowed only three of them to be 
answered. 
Parker stood on his govern- 
ment's r(cord in reply to all 
three questions, claiming that the 
university funding in B.C. is the 
highest per capita in Canada nd 
calling advanced education in 
B.C. "one of the best bargains 
anywhere". He said Terrace is 
by Michael Kelly 
"There's not a lot of alarm in 
the business community; they 
just want to know the rules," 
said Skeena NDP candidate 
Helmut Giesbrecht last week. 
Giesbrecht was commenting on 
repeated criticisms in the Social 
Credit campaign that an NDP 
government would chase invest- 
ment capital and employers 
away from B.C. "If we increase 
the corporate tax rate by two 
percent, we're still within the 
Canadian average. I can't see 
major corporations moving and 
taking the risks involved in 
relocating," he said. 
The NDP fiscal policy outline 
asserts that in the past five years 
B.C. households have had to 
bear an ayerage of $4,400 in tax 
and fee increases; during the 
same period corporations in the 
province received a total of $2.5 
billion in tax breaks. Giesbrecht 
says his party's objective is to 
redistribute the tax burden by 
increasing corporate taxes, intro- 
ducing a minimum tax on profit- 
able corporations equal to half 
the regular tax rate, and applying 
a surtax to individuals with 
personal incomes over $100,000. 
Commenting on the current state 
of the economy, Giesbrecht 
remarked, "If people are spend- 
ing 95 percent of their income 
on the basics - - food ,  shelter 
and the rest m it doesn't leave 
much to drive the economy." 
He also believes waste reduc- 
tion. can save substantial 
amounts for government. An 
NDP administration, he said, 
would increase the resources 
by Michael Kelly 
An all-candidates' forum held 
at Northwest Community Col- 
ton opened with the observation 
that the election campaign had 
been "quite an exercise" for her. 
She noted that she has lived in 
lege last week held few surprises Terrace for 30 years, and said, 
for an audience of about 200 "l just want to help people, to do 
people, the  best I can for the area." 
Under moderator Roger Mil- 
lions, news director for CFTK 
radio and television, the three 
candidates were allowed opening 
and closing statements, answered 
three of five questions prepared 
by the NWCC Students' Associ- 
ation, the organizing body for 
the forum, and responded to 
seven questions out of dozens 
collected from the floor. The 
forum, running on a time sched- 
ule tightly controlled by Mil- 
lions, lasted two hours. 
Liberal candidate Juanita Hat- 
NDP candidate Helmut Oies- 
brecht directed much o f  his 
opening statement to the state of 
the region's forests, saying the 
NDP is the only party with the 
courage to confront the issues 
involved. He attacked MLA 
Dave Parker for his notorious 
decision to award the Sustut- 
Takla timber licenee to Prince 
George forest companies instead 
of Hazelton mills and said the 
New Democrats would bring 
back the regulation requiring 
public timber tenures to be tied 
t 
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Parker stresses importance of 
favourable climate for business 
by Ted Strachan Wealthy," says Parker. "And that 
will be good for the first 24 
In our final interview with So- months... But people with capital 
cred candidate Dave Parker before are highly mobile. 
the provincial election, we asked "If the investor is made to feel 
for his views on three somewhat welcome, under the understanding 
related topics: the present structure that he's going to operate respon- 
of our provincial government, sibly, then we'll gain... Because 
taxation, and the two referendum our economy, our society is very 
questions we'll find on the ballot, stable, established, and the inves- 
Parker breaks the topic of gov- tor's comfortable with that. 
ernment structure into two corn- "But we can lose that advantage 
portents: cabinet and politicians, in very short order, and probably 
and bureaucrats Within individual the best example fight now in 
ministries. And as far as the cabi- Canada is Ontario. The Ontario 
net is concerned, Parker says he Federation of Business estimates 
believes it is larger than it needs to some 500,000 jobs are currently 
be and some down-sizing may be migrating into the states where 
in order, they're welcome. And it has every- 
For example, says Parker, all thing to do with the NDP govern. 
renewable resources should fall Dave Parker: If you don't ment's approach. 
under one ministry. "With it," he vote you take what you get. "I think we need to be quite 
says, "would come a more cohe- judicious with the application of 
siva land use and land manage- "Some of them are too large - -  tax revenues and we're recognized 
merit approach." Also, Social Ser- they're overstaffed - -  and I have - -  the British Columbia Social 
vices should be addressing learned in my five years that Credit Govemmenthasbeenreeog- 
women's iss-ues currently being people create work for themselves nized by other governments in 
addressed byGovemmentManuge- and rapidly appear to be over- Canadsand certainly by the finan- 
ment Services. And Government committed. However, that comes cial centres in the world - -  as 
Management Services hould once really from the mid- and senior being the most effective in that." 
again become the responsibility of management perspective, they have And then there's the referendum 
the provincial secretary, to really tighten up. There has to questions that, if approved, would 
Things to leave alone, however, be a little more of the private give voters the right to vote elected 
are education and highways, he sector management for excellence members out of office or to pro- 
says: we should have a Minister of injected into .government. People pose questions to the government 
Education and Minister of could be a lot more productive they would have to take to the 
Advanced Education because they than they are." voters by way of referendum. Just 
deal with different issues. One At the same time, Parker doesn't how this system would work still 
deals with public education, Kin- paint everyone with the same isn't known. . .  
dergarten to Grade-12, and the brush: "There are sections of rain- According to premier Rita John- 
other deals with post-secondary istries that are very productive, ston, if the electorate votes in 
and adult education, very pro-active with the public, favour of the referendum system, 
If there should be a change here, But there are others that are very "First we would establish an ira- 
it would be to take responsibility defensive and cloistered and it's partial committee to undertake 
for apprenticeship programs from worth your life to be standing by extensive public consultation and 
the Minister of Labour and give the door at 4;30 when quitting help develop the framework for 
them to Advanced Education. "It's time comes." such legislation." 
a little splintered right now," says On taxation, Parker says every- And the whole referendum idea 
Parker, "and it needs to he one agrees taxes are necessary, but came from the electorate in the 
focused." not everyone agrees with the first place, says Parker. "The 
But Transportation and High- degree to which we should be people of the province thought it 
ways, one of our most important supporting the system through would be a good idea so in this 
ministries responsible for an area taxation. And in this, Parker dis- election youhaveanopportunlty to 
larger than California, Oregon and agrees with the philosophy and say, 'Yes, we want referendum,' or 
WashingtQn combined, has served promises of the opposition. 'No, we don't want referendum'. 
us well Parker says. And, "I "The NDP talk about providing, So on October 17, every eligible 
wouldn't see any changes there? basically, unlimited services voter in this province has a chance 
Then there's the ministries them- funded primarily by corporations to say "Yes' or 'No' and if you 
selves. According to Parker: and those who they term as being don't vote you take what you get." 
Decision day 
This is it. The polls open at 8 a.m. tomorrow, and shor t ly :  
after they close at 8 p.m. the results will begin trickling in. 
By 11 p.m. at the latest, residents of Skeena will know who! 
their MLA for the next term 0f government will be and 
which party is going to run the province. 
By now registered voters should have received cards in 
the mail advising them where to go to vote. Anyone not 
registered at this point is out of the game - -  well-publicized 
changes in election law prevent anyone from registering at 
the polls on election day, a practice which was allowed in 
the past. Section 80 registration closed yesterday. 
In the voting booth voters will cast two ballots: one to 
elect a Member of the Legislative Assembly, and another to 
vote On two referendum questions. Those who wish to  
abstain from the referendum vote are not required to fill out 
that ballot. 
There are about 17,000 registered voters in the newly- 
boundaried Skeena riding. Over 90 percent of them are 
concentrated in the immediate area of greater Terrace and 
Kitimat. In the 1986 election, Social Credit candidate Dave 
Parker, a relative newcomer to the area, defeated incumbent 
NDP MLA Frank Howard by 1,158 votes, or 48.61 percent 
to 41.79 percent according to records of the Chief Electoral 
Office of B.C. In that election 16,992 people voted (suc- 
cessfully, that is: 225 ballots were rejected), 75.23 percent 
of the 22,558 eligible voters. 
In 1986, however, the riding included Smithers and 
Hazelton; now it doesn't. Adding up the polls that remain in 
the new tiding, the results how that Parker and Social 
Credit would have still carried the riding, but by a narrower 
margin. A scan of the individual polls shows that Social 
Credit's main strength was in greater Terrace: Parker 
carried all eight polls in Thornhill and all but two of the 20 
polls in Terrace. In Kitimat the NDP carried 20 of 26 polls. 
Since it was first formed for the election of 1924, Skeena 
has a tradition of going with the political trend. First 
Horace Wrinch and later E.T. Kenney, after whom a Terrace 
school was named, represented the riding for a total of six 
terms as part of a series of Liberal majority governments. In
1952 Kenney returned to Victoria, but as part of a Liberal 
minority - -  it was the first term of the Social Credit dyn- 
asty under W.A.C. Bennett. 
The following year another election was called and the 
Skeena MLA, this time CCF party member Frank Howard, 
remained on the opposition side of the house. In 1956 
Skeena sent its frst Social Credit MLA, Hugh Shirreff, to 
Victoria on the government side. That was also the most 
recent election in which the Liberals polled more than 1,000 
votes. 
The 1960 election sent Socred Dudley Little to the legisla- 
ture for the first of what would be four terms in company 
with a majority caucus under W.A.C. Bennett. In 1972 
Skeena went with the NDP sweep of the province, electing 
Hartley Dent. In 1975 when Dave Barrett and his fellow 
New Democrats returned to the opposition benches, Skeena 
elected a Socred, Cyril Shelford, to join the majority. 
Beginning in 1979, the NDP's Frank Howard served two 
terms for Skeena in opposition. In 1986, Skeena was back 
with the majority. 
Tomorrow night we'll find out where Skeena stands in 
1991. 
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well-served by the system, com- 
menting that NWCC is not 
"abandoned or forlorn". 
Giesbrecht said the NDP would 
freeze tuition fees and commit 
itself to spending on advanced 
education that at least met the 
national average. 
Hatton said the Liberals would 
do whatever is necessary to 
improve education. "It's really 
bad," she said, "Students can't 
pass university entrance xams 
even after being in college. It's 
pathetic, awful. Kids just 
haven't got enough on the ball 
when they get out of school." 
Hatton also said she would like 
to see a system of periodic 
exams given to teachers to 
assure professional competence. 
Questions from the floor, 
drawn out of a box by students' 
association members, addressed 
native land claims, the Compen- 
sation Fairness Act and the use 
of lottery funds. Two questions 
came up regarding the NDP's 
plans for the provincial treasury, 
and one concerned Giesbrecht's 
voting record as mayor of Ter- 
race in the early 1980's. 
Parker defended the govern- 
ment's record on land claims 
and also defended the Compen- 
sation Fairness Act, saying it 
was necessary to keep spending 
under control. Giesbrecht and 
Hatton both said the land claim 
settlement process needs to be 
speeded up dramatically; Hatton 
professed no knowledge of the 
Compensation Fairness Act, and 
- -  Cont inued  on page 29 
Hatton to hold election day 
vigil at neighbourhood poll 
Skeena Liberal candidate Juan- 
ira Hatton intends to spend elec- 
tion day at the Veritas school 
polling station. Hatton's cam. 
paign, run on virtually no 
money, got boost last week with 
the favourable xposure provin- 
cial Liberal leader Gordon 
Wilson received in a CBC tale. 
vision debate with Mike Har- 
court and Rita Johnston. 
Hatton says she doesn't know 
if the popularity surge for Lib- 
erals will carry into Skeena. A 
province-wide poll released early 
this week showed the Liberals 
barely behind the NDP at around 
36 percent. 
"A lot of people are happy to 
see a party besides the two that 
have been sniping at each other 
all these years," Hatton said. She 
that dams in remote mountain 
areas are causing effects as far  
downstream as the Fraser River 
delta. "Nature is trying to tell us 
something, and if we don't listen 
we're going to reap the whirl- 
added that recognition is also an wind." 
advantage for her. "They're glad 
to see someone local, everyone 
knows me. I'm Skeena, there's 
no way around that." 
Hatton says the environment is 
her primary concern. "We should 
concentrate on taking care of it 
in all places," she said, using as 
an example recent speculation 
She also supports efforts by 
native groups to preserve islands 
of old growth forest. 
The last time a Liberal polled 
more than 1,000 votes in Skeena 
was the election in 1960. "I hope 
I can do better than that," Hatton 
remarked. 
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unter S. Thompson said of one U.S. presidential 
election race in the 1970's that the choice for voters 
was like being told to buy a new ear and having to 
choose between an Edsel and a Firenza. Although in most 
B.C. ridings the task of voting is not quite that abysmal, 
many voters seem to think that neither of the two main- 
stream parties in B.C. are really representative of their 
particular philosophy of governing. 
In the past 20 years election campaigning and the ballot- 
ing that follows in B.C. have been largely influenced by 
fear fear of victory by either the "socialists" or the 
"capitalists". The fringe parties have little chance of pen- 
etrating this wall of paranoia because ven those voters 
who have little sympathy with either extreme want their 
ballots to count for something; the fear of division on the 
right or left has preserved the two-party stranglehold on the 
B.C. legislature. 
It is time to allow more diversity in the B.C. political 
complexion. There are numerous democratic election 
models from which to choose, but adopting a run-off elec- 
tion system would carry the most immediate benefits with 
the fewest structural changes to the existing way of choos- 
ing representatives. 
Voters in most ridings could east a ballot in the first run 
for whoever they felt was the best candidate without fear 
that failing to support heir second-choice party would 
result in "the other guys" being elected. This would give a 
genuine opportunity to alternative parties, whether they be 
Green, Liberal, Rhino, Family, Libertarian, P.C. or Com- 
munist. If no candidate receives a clear majority in the 
riding, a second, run-off election would be held, the candi- 
dates being the two who polled the most votes in the first 
election. This system would also have the benefit of elect- 
ing members who have majority support in their ridinlzs. 
The two referendum questions voters will find in the 
booth tomorrow are in fact attempts to address what the 
government sees as growing dissatisfaction with the state 
of affairs in Victoria. The right of initiative would allow 
citizens to compel the legislature to consider specific pro- 
posals for law, and the right of recall would allow the 
people to fire their MLA's between elections. Neither of 
these proposals would improve government - - initiative is 
like an invitation for special interest groups and powerful 
lobbies to take over the government, and recall would kill 
what little original and objective thinking there is in Vic- 
toria. The real problem is a lack of political options on 
election day. 
Let's bring the fringe in out of the cold. 
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ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL 
- -  With so little time left to 
Thursday's election, is the marked 
improvement i  the Liberal 
Party's position in the polls any- 
thing to be surprised about? 
Well, as a politician would say, 
yes and no. 
While many may try to attribute 
the apparent rise in support for the 
Grits solely on the performance of
their leader Gordon Wilson in the 
not-so-great TV debate, it is much • 
deeper than that. 
And it is what remains of the 
Social Credit Party which should 
be most concerned. 
Mr. Wilson's attempt during the 
basically boring TV event o per- 
tray himself as a modern-day 
W.A.C. Bennett, was a bit much; 
but it is true he acquitted himself 
fairly well. 
However, even his supporters 
admit hat he was the one leader 
there with absolutely nothing to 
lose, nothing to promise, and noth- 
ing to defend. 
While Mr. Harcourt nervously 
tried to field the double-barrelled 
attack both from the Liberal eader 
and from a strident Premier Rita 
Johnston, all Mr. Wilson had to 
do was to look down his nose .at 
both of them, and go tsk, tsk.., as 
he did. 
That scored him some overdue 
respect, and some percentage 
points in the public-opinion polls. 
But most of that change in sup- 
port came at the expense of the 
Socreds; and that could be such a 
factor in the polling booths on 
Thursday that it may even threaten 
some of their safest seats. 
As witnessed inOntario a year 
ago, the NDP could become gov- 
ernment with less than 40 percent 
The view f rom 
Victoria - -  
by John Plfer 
of the popular vote, as the two 
other parties plit the remaining 60 
percent. 
And with so many disaffected 
Socreds looking for somewhere to
place theft vote after watching the 
erosion of their party through the 
Vander Zalm years, the Liberals 
look attractive. 
Into this mix, one must add the 
clear political signal sent by 
Socred grande dame Grace 
McCarthy just before the cam- 
paign got under way. 
Her executive assistant ofthe past 
four years, Jim Bennett suddenly 
surfaced as campaign manager for 
a North Vancouver Liberal candi- 
date, David Mitchell. 
It is hardly coincidental that Mr. 
Mitchell is the biographer of the 
founder of Social Credit, W.A.C. 
Bennett - -  the very man Mr. 
Wilson tried to suggest he exem- 
plified. 
Clearly, the only interpretation 
which can be put on Bennett's 
move is that it was to send a mes- 
sage to the thousands of Socreds 
disappointed, isillusioned and/or 
disgusted with the outcome of 
July's leadership contest, which 
McCarthy narrowly lost. -- 
The message r ad: "If you can't 
vote for the Socreds, don't go to 
the 'socialists', Vote Liberal." 
And yes, dear eaders, this corm- 
spondent believes that he conven- 
tion, and the two or three years of 
non-stop arty infighting which 
preceded it, generate more than 
enough bitterness tolead to such a 
turnabout. 
It will not be long before wc 
know whether Mrs. McCarthy's 
message, mixed with Mr, Wilson's 
performance, and stirred by some 
of the media's love affair with the 
Liberal leader, will lead to a 
wholesale change of B.C.'s politi- 
cal map. 
Parting Thought: Noticeable to 
his absence at the CBC-TV stu- 
dios for the election debate was 
chief Socred strategist, Patrick 
Kinseila. 
All of the other campaign han- 
dlers for the three parties were 
there, leading to speculation that 
the allegedly machiavellian Kin- 
sella did not want o face media 
questions about his handling of 
Mrs. Johnston's campaign. 
It has been poorly organized, 
lacking in f'ne and direction, and 
designed to keep the Premier away 
from the very people she needed 
to meet o try to improve her 
party's howing. 
All of that appears to fly in the 
face of Kinsella's considerable 
reputation as a backroom fixer and 
image maker. 
Therefore, he: 
A. Has lost any 'magic touch' 
• which he might once have had 
B.'Was too busy worrying about 
how the Blue Jays are doing 
C. Knew months ago from his 
constant polling and demographic 
analyses that Social Credit was 
dead, period. So, he and his troops 
began manipulating the media and 
its pollsters to create an apparent 
ground-swell ofsupport for any- 
one but the dreaded NDP who 
might threaten his mealticket. 
D. Has little faith in Mrs. John. 
ston, believing her to be out of her 
depth, out of her league, or 
E. None of the above. 
Don't forget o vote on Thursday, 
eh? 
This week: = '~.. 
• =ve years la ter -  
the squeeze begins 
H =nYte:l~l~fivhe :=d ~.h: c°";~ieiency's his game," Squish 
. i . . , i .  swung right off Highway recalled Milton's parting remarks. 
16 towards the entrance to the "He eats incompetents for lunch." 
sawmill. The predictable beat of Was it bragging or threat7 At the 
the windshield wipers failed to time, no one was certain. No one, 
keep up to the torrential downpour. 
Dingy, low-hangingclouds hid all 
but the nearest clusters of 
autumn's usually colourful display. 
This was not a day nature had 
filled with cheer. 
This was not a day to meet with 
RJ and argue forestry philosophy. 
Squish drove through the gate, 
past the proud sign boasting, "Jov- 
ial Logging Inc., Cedarvale Divi- 
sion", a sign that three-and-a-half 
years ago seemed to optimistically 
predict .the first of several new 
mills in a new and flourishing 
empire. But that sign had been 
unveiled on April 24, 1991. Now it 
was the fall of 1994, and a lot had 
changed. 
Squish splashed through the 
pond-like parking lot and pulled 
into his designated spot. He picked 
his way between puddles as he 
half walked, half ran from his 
truck to the office entrance. Stop- 
ping for a cup of steaming coffee 
on the way, he headed for his 
office to organize his day. The first 
• item on his agenda was a meeting 
with RJ to talk about future plans. 
The arrival of ILL.. that had been 
one of the most significant changes 
during his three years of employ- 
ment with Jovial Logging. Not 
long after his somewhat famous 
battle over bottom line logging 
with Milton Jovial, Milton had left. 
He had returned to his New York 
office to reign over his empire by 
phone, fax, modem and mail. 
The company needed fresh blood, 
he had said. And his son, Robert 
John Jovial, known by close 
ti'iends as Bobby and by business 
associates and subordinates as 1U, 
filled the bill,.RJ had done a good 
job, according to Milton Jovial, 
with Milton's corporate flagship, 
• Jovial International Plastic s Cor- 
poration (Jl~) in Milwaukee,.Wis- 
that is, except Squlsh. And Herby 
Squish had decided at the time it 
would be wise to keep a little 
inside information a secret. If 
nothing else, it would avoid unnec- 
essary panic. 
It was just after Jovial's 1991 
labour day excursion to the States. 
"With RJ at the helm," Milton had 
told Squish. "JIP is a true master- 
piece. A prime example of the 
power of free enterprise in action. 
An efficient high tech production 
line with a minimal number of 
workers that ticks away like a top- 
of-the-line Swiss watch. And with 
every tick, the plant sucks in a 
generous amount of cash at a 
production cost that is the envy of 
Wall Street." 
These comments painted ILl as a 
true genius, But with a little pry- 
ing, Squish learned more. In col- 
lege, Recreational Activities had 
been RJ's major. Golf, polo and 
windsurfing his favoured activities. 
In spite of that, however, RJ had 
somehow graduated from univer- 
sity with something far more valu- 
able. A real degree. RJ. Jovial, 
Bachelor of Business Administra- 
tion... A first rate efficiency expert 
who had placed 36th in the class 
of '86. A class with 38 students, 
two of whom had dropped out 
early in the final year. 
And Squish recalled another 
comment made by Milton Jovial 
that, as far as he was concerned, 
was a grossly miscalculated lie. 
"My son," Jovial had said. "A 
good looking boy. Great athlete... 
Even better businessman. You'd 
like him," 
A rap at the door, Squirrel 
opened the door enough to poke 
• her head through and announced: 
"Mercy called. RJ's waiting." 
"rhanl~ you dear," Squlsh 
returned. And began to collect his  
THE LI BRARY'S 
LONG WAIT... 
Plans to expand the Terrace 
Public Library began to take 
definite form in 1988, but 
,three years later city council 
still hasn't put the matter to a 
referendum. Last week council 
met with the library board, and 
it appears a consensus on the 
dimensions of the project is 
near. 
In last week's issue we printed 
the first part of the history 
surrounding the expansion 
project. This week we bring the 
history up to the present. 
February 20, 1991 - -  The 
meeting of Feb. 18 offered some 
optimism. There may be some 
progress in the move towards a 
fall library expansion referen- 
dum, we were able to report. 
City aldermen and the board of 
the Terrace Public Library had 
met behind closed doors to dis- 
cuss, in part, the issue of an 
expansion project. And accord- 
ing to mayor Jack Talstra the 
board was offered some hope. 
He said the board was told that 
the city had "no objections" to a 
fall referendum provided they 
could find 50 percent of the esti- 
mated $1 mill ion-plus cost 
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by Ted Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
papers and thoughts in preparation 
for the meeting he had decided 
hours before could not be any 
worse than the day's weather. 
With Mercy's permission, Squlsh 
walked through ILl's open door. RJ 
stood before a rain-spattered win- 
dow, jaw thrust forward, hands 
clasped behind his back. Looks 
like a World War II general, Herby 
thought with distaste. "Good morn- 
ing ILl," he said aloud with a pre- 
tence of resp~t. 
Squish found an empty chair and 
waited for ILl to respond. March- 
ing to tho pace of his own clock, 
RJ turned after a lengthy delay and 
walked silently toward his chair, 
He sat down, screwed up his face 
and folded his arms, and stared. 
"So I understand it's time to devise 
a new plan," he said finally. 
"Yes it is," replied squish. 
"We're three-and-a-half years into 
our first Management Working 
Plan and it's time to begin working 
on the next." 
"What's the time frame like?" RJ 
asked. 
"Well... We should begin gather- 
ing data right now and be ready 
for public review meetings in 
about wo months. By April of '94 
we should begin work on the new 
plan in earnest, by October of next 
year we have to file our new plan 
with the Ministry of Forests, 
and...n 
"Okay," ILl cut in. "Neither my 
father or myself are pleased with 
the way things are going right 
now. You said three years ago that 
we could safely high grade for the 
next eight, and that fit nicely into 
father's plans to sell'in the sev- 
enth. But you were wrong. Chang- 
through fund raising or a provin- 
oial granL., and could convince 
the regional district o agree as 
~velI. 
Library board director WiRy 
Schneider said he was pleased 
with the city'sposition and sug- 
gested they might now make a 
formal proposal to the regional 
district board. A referendum 
normally takes between three 
and six months to establish, 
which meant a November refer- 
endum was still possible. 
February 27, 1991 - -  The 
board's 1991 annual general 
meeting. Wil ly Schneider 
dropped from the race and vice- 
chairman Judy Chrysler was 
voted into the chairman's seat. 
Before he stepped down, 
though, Schneider, told mem- 
bers that the Terrace Public 
Library was currently far below 
the provincial average of books 
per area resident and additional 
ing markets and regulations have 
meant declining profits and it's 
going to take longer to retire the 
debt than expected. Your job now 
is to buy us more time." 
"RJ... It doesn't work that way," 
Squlsh said in frustration. He had 
been trying to explain the facts of 
life to ILl for three years but to no 
avail. He just wouldn't listen. He 
had statistical formulae for manag- 
ing and predicting trends, and 
neither facts nor common sense 
would deter him from his ways. 
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"Quiet," 11J commanded. "I've 
told you at least a dozen times 
how you fit into the scheme of 
things here. You're only here to 
make sure the minimal contractual" 
obligations of the company are 
met. Your job is to make sure we 
do just enough planting and site 
rehabilitation to keep the ministry 
off our backs. See that roads are 
built to a standard that will last 
only as long as that particular part 
of the operation requires and not a 
single day longer. Every time you 
avoid using a culvert, you add to 
the net profit. Your job is to walk 
the tight-rope of risk and make 
certain that we don't fall off. Do 
you understand that?" 
Squish sat in silence. 
"Profits are down, in spite of 
your forecast. There's a glut of 
pulp on the market. Pulp mills are 
closing down left and fight. New 
space was the only way we 
could catch up. 
For this reason, Schneider 
said he was pleased with city 
council's apparent willingness to 
now support a November refer- 
endure that would determine 
public support for the project. 
The project, he said, was now up 
from $1 million to about $1.2 
million due to inflation but still 
well within reach. He also noted 
that their two-year-old expan- 
sion plan was becoming dated 
and might need to be revised. 
Later in the meeting, librarian 
Ed Curell cited a few statistics, 
and it became apparent the cur- 
rent building was "bursting at 
the seams". On hearing the num- 
bers, Imstee Francis Sabine was 
quoted as saying, "The library 
really has a need for expansion." 
And he then noted their good 
fortune that 1991 was to be the 
"year of the referendum", 
regulations requiting smaller, 
cleaner cut blocks are costing us. 
Clear cuts now can only be 30 to 
50 hectares instead of. the 80 to 
100 they once were. And these 
smaller opening sizes mean more 
dead road than anticipated... We're 
getting far fewer cubic meters of 
wood per kilometre of road than 
we did before. By comparison, 
road construction costs per cubic 
meter of wood have risen by 40 
percent. 
"Now my figures show we have 
to get 12 years out of this oper- 
ation... Not eight. That means you 
squeeze the system harder, cut 
corners and costs, and write a new 
five-year management and working 
plan that will see us through and 
retire my fathers debt. 
"And then you're going to write 
a third five-year management plan 
that looks just as encouraging as 
the second. Because in the first 
year of that hird plan, the eleventh 
year of our operation, we're going 
to bail out... We're going to sell 
this operation, and you had better 
make sure we can paint an opti- 
mistic picture at that time... No 
matter the truth." 
"RJ... There are ways you can do 
business here and never have to 
sell," Squish pleaded. "But you 
won't listen." 
ILl scowled. Squish stood up 
silently and left. He knew, as long 
as he worked for ILl, there would 
be no choice. Somehow, he had to 
come up With a five-year plan that 
would please both the general 
public and RJ as well. Not an 
attractive job, but it could be done, 
and it was time to get to work on 
devising such a plan. 
March 20, 1991 m Another 
• city proposal resurfaced .about 
this time that focused some 
attention on the library, but 
seemed to take away most of the 
energy to• actually do anything 
about it: the George Little 
Memor ia l  Park public wash- 
rooms. The idea had been 
around for a number of years but 
in 1990 the city actually budget- 
ed and went to tender on the 
projecL All bids were way over 
the budget, however, so city 
council set the idea aside until 
1991 budget deliberations when 
they would simply put more in 
the pot before going back to ten- 
der. 
On this date, though, an inter- 
nal letter written by a city 
employee offered a taste of sen- 
sibility. The idea was all wrong, 
said the writer. A new building 
- -  Cont inued on page 8 
t 
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in the wrong comer of the park 
was not a sensible notion at all. 
The most sensible solution was 
to include washrooms in the 
library expansion. In fact, thcre 
had been a plan, years before, to 
add some washrooms to the 
exterior of the library, but the 
idea was scrapped when talk of 
a library expansion began to 
unfold. Council, though, ignored 
the advice and only received and 
filed the letter. 
June 5, 1991 - -  The city, 
with $54,000 salted away, had 
gone to tender on the park wash- 
Continued from page 7 
room project and was awaiting 
the June 19 deadline to see if the 
project would proceed. 
June 12, 1991 - -  One city 
resident spoke up, and this 
offered alderman Ruth Halleck 
in a bit of a dilemma. Halleck 
showed up at a council meeting, 
letter in hand, but it was decided 
not to consider its contents until 
June 24, the date on which city 
council would consider bids for 
the washroom construction. 
The letter indicated the writ- 
er's opinion that the washroom 
structure would be an eyesore, a
possible target for vandals, and 
there might be a safety, concern 
where •young children were 
• involved. She offered hope that 
"reason will pre~/ail" and the 
project would be scrapped. 
June 19, 1991 - -  After a long 
period of silence, the first 
city/regional district meeting on 
• the cost sharing issue finally 
took place behind closed doors. 
Regional district director Les 
Watmough said both he and 
director Sandy Sandhals agreed 
at that meeting that the short 
comings of the current cost- 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE 
FUTURE OF CANADA? 
For more information about he federal governmenfs proposals 
i ) /  
for constitutional reform, call toil-free: 
!-800-561-1188 
Dentin' kenfi~ imhnirp.d rail'. 1.g00-567-1992 (TrWTDD) 
,/?i 
PARKER,,, PRODUCr E
PAle FOR BY THE COMMI1TEE TO I~.ELECT DAVE PN~E.  
Fall Tune-up Special- 
I 
IGNITION TUNE-UP 
4 CYL. 6 CYL. V6/V8 
SSOO* 
21 SERVICE CHECKS 
~lonition system pre-analysis 
Test battery and clean 
connections .. ~.,~ ~:: ~ .~ 
v' Inspect spark plugs. 
IV'. Test electron!c y!inder power 
balance " - • 
V' Test spark plug cables : .. 
v' Inspect rotor & distributor cap 
f 
Inspect all air and gas filters 
Check starter 
~' Check voltage, regulator 
and alternator . 
V' Inspect all belts and hoses 
v' Pressure test cooling system 
V' Test the radiator antifreeze 
v' Check all under-the-hood fluid levels 
I 
* LABOUR ONLY: PARTS'& FLUIDS NOT INCLUDED 
v' Check PCV valve 
v' Check heat riser valve 
v'CheckEGRvalve , :  ~ • 
v' Inspect choke 
v' Check timing & adjust 
v' Check vacuum advance 
v' Check operation of blOck heater 
v' Road.test vehicle 
TOTEM SERVICE 
(N&J Service Centre Ltd.) 
A PETRO-CANADA DEALER 
4711 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-4515 PmtoM~ ® 
,v~, Marque de commerce de Petrd-Canada Ire. -,- Trademark 
mi im~lm 
malmllB 
sharing formula needed to be 
addressed. "We need a sharing 
agreement that is fair for every- 
body," said Watmough. 
The process of developing a
new formula, though, could take 
longer than it did to get to the 
first meeting, it appeared. 
According to Watmough, 
usages, costs and charges would 
have to be reviewed. But, Wat- 
mough added, even if that work 
is completed in time, the region- 
al district would want to see 
firm plans and better cost esti- 
mates on the library expansion 
proposal before they agreed to a 
referendum. 
Asked if all this could be 
done in time for a November 
referendum, Watmough said, "I 
think we can barely squeak 
through," but added, "The 
library board, the architect and 
city council have some work to 
do firsL" 
,,,a 
I b  Ilmt Famm Iladat ;. tie Wail 
It 's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hontem. 
Karen: 638.0707 
= 
June26, 1991 --City coun- 
cil gave the go ahead to the park 
washroom project. The cement 
block George Little Memorial 
Park washroom would be under 
construction soon. Ii would be 
built by Wayne Watson Con- 
stmction of Prince George at a 
cost of $42,280. 
July 3, 1991 - -  Terrace 
architect Alan Soutar was select- 
ed by the Terrace Public Library 
board of trustees to draw up 
plans for the library expansion. " 
Soutar was the architect on the 
original plans drawn up in 1988, 
and the board felt a new plan 
was required to adjust for the 
change in demand over the past 
three years. 
Plans by the city at that time 
called for a November referen- 
dum, but the actual date would 
depend on the result of negotia- 
tions between city council and• 
the regional district board of 
directors on a new cost-sharing 
formula. 
Thornhill director Les Wat- 
mough said those negotiations 
were going well and the regional 
district had agreed they should 
be paying a larger share of the 
annual operational costs. 
July 10; 1991 N According 
to the city's minutes of a June 
26 meeting with the l'ibrary. 
board, it had been agreed that 
"the library board should com- 
mence fund raising activities to 
reach the goal of $150,000". 
This was one commitment, 
though, that not all library board 
• members felt was realistic. It 
would be a topic of discussion at 
their nextboard meeting. 
Also new was the fact that 
the city had agreed to endorse an 
updated Go B.C. grant applica, 
t ion to cover one-third o f  the 
expansion:qost. A Go B:C. 
appl!cation filed bY :the board 
about two years ago had been 
shelved •in Victoria When. the 
city • also submitted a Go B.C. 
application • for funding a com- 
munity/convention centre, r 
Halloween is for children 
LET'S MAKE.IT SAFE! 
This year give trading card treats 
3 Cards per package 
24 packages for only $5.00 
This is a treat that can 
be enjoyed for 
~a lifetime. Available at - 
COMIC ENCOUNTERS 
4609 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 638-7293 
I I m i l ~ m . l m U a m m  m m d t l l p m U  
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Who . . . . .  
The Librarians? 
by Betty Barton 
Last week, we introduced four 
members of the Terrace Public 
Library staff and a volunteer. This 
week, we interviewed the other 
three staff members and librarian 
Ed Curell. 
Donna Wold has been the over- 
dues clerk, as well as doing desk 
time, at the Terrace Public Library 
for the past four years. She has 
been in Terrace since 1972. Donna 
says that overdue materials are a 
major concern at the Terrace Pub- 
lie Library. 
She explains that each morning, 
the computer spits out first, second 
and third notices to library users 
with overdue material. She makes 
phone calls and also writes letters 
to search out the user. "I have a 
knack for tracking them down and 
getting people to return books, 
videos and CD's. This gives me a 
great sense of satisfaction." Donna 
currently works 22 hours per week. 
She would eventually like to take 
on additional duties and extra 
hours. 
Jaelde Monte has worked at the 
Terrace Public Library for five 
years. She has been in Terrace 
since 1983. She began as the over- 
dues clerk for one year, book- 
keeper for one year. Jaclde 
explains that the work room is 
very claustrophobic and she really 
likes people contact. Now she 
works as desk clei'k, and circula- 
tion officer. She also updates all 
reference materials, mends books, 
and updates phamphlet files. 
The year before Jackie joined 
staff, the library introduced their 
computer system. Three years ago, 
they added four public terminals. 
"This makes it more • efficient, so 
people can find things on their 
own," explains Jaclde. "We're 
always there to help." 
She jokingly adds that the system 
only goes down when the head 
librarian, Ed Curell, is away. "It 
knows when he's away," she 
quips. The files are backed up on 
disc, so nothing is lost, but the 
staff and users have to revert to 
• manual systems in the downtimes, 
which usually last about half a day 
when they occur. 
Jackie concludes, "I think we 
meet the nicest people at the 
library. We're all book people." 
Gillian Campbell is another fam- 
iliar face at the Terrace Public 
Library, as children's librarian and 
resident puppeteer. Oillian has just 
returned from a one-year leave of 
absence, refreshed and enthusiastic 
about upcoming children's pro- 
grams. 
Several activities for children are 
coming up at the library: 
• This week, the pre-school story 
times begin for two year olds, and 
3 - 5 year olds. 
• On November 4, in the afternoon, 
the Terrace Public Library will 
celebrate Canadian Children's 
Book Festival Week with author 
Rachna Gilm6re/Gilmore, ~orig- 
inally from New Delhi, will visit 
from Ottawa to share her four 
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Gillian Campbell, Donna Wold: Children's services, overdue fines, and a sense of 
satisfaction. 
children's books. 
• The last week of.October, the 
Terrace Public Library will 
sponsor a "Weigh the Pumpkin" 
contest. Oillian hopes to donate 
a pumpkin from her garden. 
Ed Curell has been the librarian 
at the Terrace Public Library since 
May 1, 1979. He came directly 
from two years of library school at 
UBC. Prior to that, he attended 
library school in England and 
worked there for five years. Ed 
says enthusiastically, "I like it. It's 
good. It's great to see the growth 
in usageP' In 1979, the Terrace 
Public Library loaned out 92,000 
records and books. More than 
180,000 were borrowed in 1991. 
There are currently 9,200 library 
card holders locally. Close to 
20,000 cards have been issued 
since 1985. Ed confirms that 
library• usage is up province- 
wide and expansion is happening 
all over. 
The present conditions at the 
library are that they are "under- 
booked", meaning that they don't 
quite meet he provincial minimum 
books, records, CD's and videos 
now listed on the computer at the 
Terrace Public Library, only 
35,000 are on display. Those books 
not on display have to be retrieved 
from the storage room for the 
individual customer. Ed adds, 
"When we get a new book now, 
we have to throw one away. We 
either have a book sale, dispose of 
the book if it's outdated, or send it 
to another library." Ed says they 
keep removing materials by this 
means, so appearances of an or- 
of two books per capita. Ed would ganized and uncluttered Terrace 
like to see it up" around 2.5. But,_... Public Library are deceiving. 
expansion is necessary before that "Something has to happen in the 
can be considered. Of the 41,000 next few years," he says. 
In 1986 the people of Skeena said they 
wanted someone who would do the job. 
He Did. 
In 1991 the oeo01e of Skeena want 
someone wltn ion who will continue 
to open doors to opl mlnity. 
He will w th st • O e 
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Roadrunners raise 
cash, toys for needy 
If you missed the Road Runners 
Motorcycle Club's Toy Run this 
year, it's not because it didn't 
happen; it did, and as always it 
was highly successful. Traditional 
spectators, however, looking for 
the sight of motorcycles festooned 
with stuffed toys roaring through 
town may have been in the wrong 
place at the right time... 
1991 
CLEAR 
5.9% 
on 1991 Escort/Tracer 
or 1991 Tempo/Topaz 
6.9% 
on 1991 F-Series 
(Reg. Cab & Crewcab) 
or 1991 Aerostar 
7.9% 
on 1991 Probe/Ranger 
8.9% 
on 1991 Mustang, 
1991 Taurus/Sable 
or 1991 T-Bird/Cougar 
or Rebates up to 
$1,500.00 
DON'T FORGET TO ASK OUR SALES 
STAFF ABOUT THE PLAN. INTEREST 
RATES AS LOW AS 4% 
TERRACE OL #5548 
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 835-4984 
CALL TOLL FREE- 1-800-772-1128 
The change in their mute, how- 
ever, was not the only departure 
from tradition, and the changes the 
club has made indicate growth; an 
expansion in the format that now 
includes Kitimat. At 10 a.m. Satur- 
day, Sept. 28, a few club members 
headed south to join their fellow 
bikers in Kitimat in a 35-bike 
Show n' Shine, 
The group then .headed north, and 
after a brief stop 'for lunch at 
Mount Layton Hot Springs joined 
others at the weigh scales in 
Thomhill to more than double their 
numbers. Then, at 2 p.m. the ride 
began. With 80 bikes, 150 people, 
close to 200 stuffed toys, and 
around $1,(]00 in cash they headed 
out with an RCMP escort for their 
scheduled meeting with Salvation 
Army captain Mike Hoeft. 
~i!' i i  ¸!//•i :i 
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An Open Leffer to the People of Skeena; 
i ¸ 
October 1 I, 1991. 
This leffer is being written to the people of Skeena to set aside the misleading 
statements of the NDP, about the award of the Takla-Sustut imber in the Prince 
George Timber Supply Area. 
The timber awarded was not and is not part of the Hazelton timber supply 
area. The timber awarded was and is in the Prince George Timber Supply Area. 
The timber was awarded to a group of equal partners which Included the 
native bands in the Takla region and the local timber operators. They undertook 
to rebuild at their own cost the Dease Lake extension of the B.C. Railway. 
The NDP government abandoned the Dease Lake railway In 1973. We lost 
that railway at the same time the NDP signed away Kitimat's chances for a pub- 
Iic port. These have been major setbacks for us in Skeena. 
The so-called loss of 100 jobs in Hazelton was not a result of a timber award. 
Westar Timber built a new mill to replace their old Hazelton mill. Westar 
announced they would close their old mill when the new mill was up and run- 
ning. All their employees at the old mill were offered jobs at the new mill. While 
people were being trained at the new mill, temporary employees were hired for 
the old mill. The employees at the old mill were laid off when the new mill training 
was finished. 
Bids for the Takla-Sustut imber were received from Hazelton, Smithers, Hous- 
ton, Prince George and the Takla group of residents and operators. 
The Chief Forester recommended accepting b!ds which would get the high- 
. est stumpag'e payments, * 
Cabinet considered the social as well as the economic impacts of all the 
bids. We considered the native peoples in the Takla together with the timber 
operators who provide jobs there together with the rebuilding of the railroad. This 
all added up to the awarding to the Takla operators rather than to Houston, 
Smlthers and/or Hazelton operators. 
It Is Cabinet's responsibility to make such difficult decisions for the good of 
the province. That is how our parliamentary system works. 
The NDP say politicians should not be making decisions. They say civil ser- 
vants should make all the decisions. 
Why are the NDP seeking election? Don't they want the responsibility of 
office? 
Skeena needs leadership. Someone who makes careful decisions based on 
people's concerns as well as economic concerns. 
On October 17, please vote. 
On October 17, please vote for Dave Parker, a responsible MLA. 
Sincerely, 
• / 
Paid for the Committee to Reelect Dave Parker. 
Dave Parker, 
NOTHING TO BE PROUD OF 
I 
m 
m 
R C... Canada's highest abortion rate. 
in five pregnancies end in abortion. 
P .LIFE: A CRUCIAL I UE 
Sponsored by Terrace Pro-Life Education Association 
ill 
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DRY RUN, Local snowmobile enthusiasts tried the sport without snow recently in a 
competition at Burns Lake. Ken Gibson of Terrace came away with several high placings. 
Promising season opener 
for junior high volley 
Caledonia Kermode senior boys' 
high school volleyball team 
opened their season with a sur- 
prise - -  according to provincial 
rankings they are the ninth best 
triple 'AAA' team in B.C. 
While this appears nice on 
paper, Kermedes must put forth a 
sterling record to warrant such a 
selection, So far they've done 
quite well. 
They opened with a second- 
place finish at Prince George, then 
travelled to Prince Rupert on 
October 5 weekend to come out on 
top over Kitimat 16-14 in the title 
match. 
Wade back  in minors  
Terrace goalie Wade Flaherty 
found himself on the short end of 
the numbers game at the San Jose 
Sharks' initial NHL training camp 
in mid-September. 
But the 22-year-old wasn't too 
disappointed when he learned 
management had decided to ship 
him to their farm team in the In- 
ternational League at Kansas City. 
He had played all of the previous 
year at K.C. and liked his sur- 
roundings. 
So he returned to Terrace in late 
September, gathered up his 
belongings, got his vehicle out of 
storage and drove to K.C. picking 
up some other roster players on 
the way. He still has hopes for a 
call-up to the big team sometime 
this season. 
While in the Sharks' camp, Wade 
guarded the nets for their rookie 
squad in two games against L.A. 
Kings' rookies. He allowed only 
twogoals. 
In his first game for Kansas City, 
he posted a 2-1 victory, lie's shar- 
ing goal duty with the Sharks 
recently signed netminder f om 
Russia. 
A 
IROI1LUORH$ 
GYM & FITNESS CENTRE 
GYM & FITNESS CENTRE 
Look Good l Feel Great 
Special Membership Offer 
12 month 
Membership* 
(VALUED AT OVER $450.) 
* New Members Only 
Pay Only $14.50" permonth 
*ON A CASH BASIS 
TANNING SESSIONS 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
Open 6:00 A.M. 
Call Now! 635-4130 
4545B Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
The Kermode girls ended on the 
losing side of their series. In best- 
of-three sets they lost 0-2 to both 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert, and 
1-2 to Smithers. 
The Kermode soccer squad post- 
ed two victories - -  6-0 over 
Rupert and 2-1 over Kitimat in a 
game called early due to Kitimat's 
attitude. 
Meanwhile, in junior gir ls'  vol- 
leyball, Skeena's ,B' sq~uad went 
0-2 against Kitimat and Booth, 
and beat Hazelton 2-1. The 'A' 
girls beat Nisga'a 2-0, lost 1-2 to 
Thornhill and lost 0-2 to Kitimat 
'B'. 
Thornhill wound up winning their 
pool, then placing second in the 
final. 
Kermode volleyball 
boys ranked in 
.provincial top 10. 
It was Terrace's tum to host zone win. Skeena came back to take the 
Grade 8 volleyball and soccer on 
October 5 weekend, and they did 
quite well, with Skeena Junior 
Secondary winding up in second 
place three times while Thomhill 
Junior Grade 8 won out in girls' 
volleyball. 
On the boys' volleyball side, 
Skeena won their round-robin sec- 
tion while Chandler Park of 
Smithers topped their division. In 
the semi-finals, Skeena knocked 
off Prince Rupert 15-4, 14-16, 15- 
10. Chandler Park bounced out 
Hazelton in two straight, 15-12, 
15-4. 
The final was quite exciting. 
second match 15-5. But Chandler 
regained steam to grab the third 
and deciding match 15-4. 
On the girls' side, semi-f inals 
saw Skeena triumph over Kitimat 
15-12, 15-10 while Thornhil l  
downed Booth 15-2, 15-9. Thorn- 
hill emerged the winner over 
Skeena in the best-of-three final. 
On the soccer pitch, Chandler 
Park was the powerhouse. 
Skeena started with a 2-I victory 
over Aiyansh. Chandler then 
thumped Prince Rupert 16-0. In 
the battle of the two losers, 
Aiyansh outscored Rupert 4-I 
while the championship final went 
to Chandler as they doubled up on 
Chandler opened with a 15-13 Skeena6-3. 
NORTHMEN OFF TO RENO 
Despite a shortage of players due to work commitments and sick- 
ness, the Terrace Northmen Rugby team is off to Reno, Nevada 
this week to take part in the "Wild West" Rugby tournament. 
Plans call for them to play five games in the 'Festival' division 
starting this Saturday. 
Manager David Hull said they'll only carry a roster of 16 players 
due to the aforementioned r asons. 
They expect he opposition to be as strong as teams they played • 
in past years in Hawaii. 
Ski swap and sale planned 
Contributed by Mike Zylicz Friday, Oct. 25 and Saturday 
morning Lrom 10 a.m. until noon. 
The Shames Mountain Ski Club The sale will be held from 10 a.m. 
has planned a"ski swap" for Octo- until 2 p.m. on Saturday. The swap 
her 25 and 26. Items will be will be held at the Terrace Arena 
received from 7 - -  9 p.m. on banquet room. 
• Easy access 
• Lots of parking 
f dly " • Fast rien serwce 
~] 
COL~BEER 
WINE STORE 
Featuring a complete line of Sports 
Clothing, Sweats, Jackets, Caps, etc. 
• BRING IN YOUR EMPTIES! 
HOURS OF OPERATION: 
Monday to Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
Sunday 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
PHONE 635-BEER 
p__--- - -  
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Low. attendance, at 
Youth Soccer AGM 
Contributed time and energy that has been put 
The annual general meeting of into the running ofthe association; 
...... ' : '' .... " ...................................... Terrace Youth Soccer was held A motion was passed to increase 
- Prince Rupert Bantams in Kitimat Approximately 30 people at tend-  fees Will be $30 for.children born 
[ Prince. Rupert Peewees and Midgets in Terrace ed. " ' in, 1982 to 1986 and $40 for the 
Skeena Valley Tri-City League - -  
Minor Hockey (1991/92 season) 
Ice Times: 
Terrace m 
Fd., 8 to 12:15 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m. to 2-30 p.m. 
Prince Ruper t -  
Fri., 8 to 12 p.m.; Sat. 8 to 12 a.m. 
Kitimat B 
Fri. 8 to 12 p.m.; Sat., 7:45 to 11:45 a.m. 
Oct. 18, 19 
Prince Rupert Bantams in Terrace 
Prince Rupert Peewees and Midgets in Kitimat 
Oct. 25, 26 
Kitimat Bantams in Terrace 
Terrace Peewees and Midgets in Kitimat 
Nov. 1,2 
Terrace Bantams in Kitimat 
Kitimat Peewees and Midgets in Prince Rupert 
Nov. 15, 16 
Terrace Bantams in Kitimat 
Kitimat Peewees and Midgets in Terrace 
Nov. 22, 23 
Terrace Peewees and Midgets in Prince Rupert 
Nov. 29, 30 
Kitimat Bantams in Prince Rupert 
Kitimat Peewees and Midgets in Terrace 
Dec. 6, 7 
Prince Rupert Peewees and Midgets in Terrace 
Dec. 13, 14 
Prince Rupert Bantams in Kitimat 
Terrace Peewees and Midgets in Prince Rupert 
Dec. 20, 21 
Prince Rupert Bantams in Terrace 
Terrace Peewees and Midgets in Kitimat 
Jan. 10, 11 
Terrace Bantams in Prince Rupert 
Prince Rupert Peewees and Midgets in Kitimat 
Jan. 17, 18 
Kitimat Bantams in Terrace 
Jan. 24, 25 
Terrace Bantams in Prince Rupert 
zone Grade 8 volleyball tourney results 
Scores of round-robin and semis 
Girls' 'A' Pool 
Skeena 15:2, 15-6 over Hazelton 
Skeena 15-6, 15-3 over Booth 
Booth 15-5, 15-11 over Hazelton 
Girls' 'B' Pool 
Thornhill 9-15, 15-10, 15-7 over Kitimat 
Thornhil115-1, 15-12 over PRSS 
Thornhill 15-2, 13-15, 15-5 over Chandler Park 
Kitimat 15-8, 15-8 over PRSS 
Kitimat 15-7, 15-6 over Chandler Park 
Chandler Park 10-15, 15-7, 15-11 over PRSS 
Girls' Semi-finals 
Skeena 15-12, 15-10 over Kitimat 
Thornhil115-2, 15-9 over Chandler Park 
Thornhill beat Skeena in the final 
Boys' 'A' Pool . 
Skeena won 15-8, 16-14 over Hazelton 
Skeena won 15-6, i 5-3 over Houston 
Skeena won 11-15, 15-8, 15-9 over Booth 
Hazelton won 15-11, 15-0 over Houston 
Hazelton won 15-8, 4-15, 16-14 over Booth 
Booth won 15-3, 15-1 over Houston 
Boys' 'B' Pool 
Thornhill won 16-14, 2-15, 15-9 over Prince Rupert 
Kitimat won 15-9, 15-13 over Thornhill 
Prince Rupert won 15-10, 15-9 over Kitimat 
Chandler Park won 15-4, 16-14 over Thornhill 
Chandler Park won 7-15, 15-10, 15-5 over Kitimat 
Chandler Park won 15-9, 9-15, 15-9 over Prince Rupert 
Boys' Semi-finals 
Skeena 15-4, 14-16, 15-10 over Prince Rupert 
Chandler Park 15-12, 15-4 over Hazelton 
Chandler Park won the final over Skeena 
15-13, 5-15, 15-4 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey League 
Dighton Haynes- 635-2925 
Oct. 10, 1991 
GAME SCORES 
Oct. 5 Inn of the West ;, ~-14 
Oct. 5 All Seasons 4 
Oct. 6 Precision Builders 7 
Oct. 6 Back Eddy Pub 14 
Oct. 8 Back Eddy Pub 5 
Oct. 8 Norm's Auto Refinishing 4 
Oct. 9 Terrace Tirnberman 4 
Oct. 9 Northern Motor Inn Okies 3 
'4  
Riverside Auto Wranglers 3 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 2 
Terrace Timberman 2 
Convoy Supply 2 
Inn of the West 4 
Precision Builders 3 
Convoy Supply 4 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 2 
STANDINGS 
Team Recreational Div. 
Skeena Hotel 
Back Eddy Pub 
AllSeas0ns 
Norm's Auto Ref'mishing 
Inn of the West 
Precision Builders 
GP W 
2 2 
3 2 
3 2 
• 3 2 
4 2 
3 1 
L . 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
T GF 
0 17 
0 23 
0 12 
0 11 
.. 0 .28 
2: :  0,. 14 
Team Oldtimers Div. 
Terrace Timberman 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Riverside Auto wranglers 
c , . . , . . . - , . ,  ¢ , ,nnht  
GP W 
4 2  
.4. 2 
4 1 
4 f i  
L 
2 
3 
T GF  
1 16 
0 8 
o ;4 
I 13 
GA 
7 
11 
11 
13 
: 22 
11 
GA 
16 
12 
22 
31 
PTS 
4 
4 
4 
f 
PTS 
, . 
4 
2 
1 
A complete personalized Agency 4648 Lokelse Ave., Terrace 
HOME-  L IFE -  FIRE 
BOAT-  BUSINESS 
m 
The turnout was disappointing, older players. 
considering that 585 players were Elections were held for a new 
registered. The door prize was executive; unfortunately, there 
won by Mike Brady. were not enough volunteers to fill 
It has been a good season for the positions. TYSA is the largest 
, players. There were 42 teams and youth organization in Terrace and 
each team played at least 13 an organizationof this size does 
games, not including the final not function properly without 
tournament. Some teams travelled committed and ~ictive volunteers. 
to Prince George, Kitimat and Registration for the 1991 season 
Prince Rupert for games and tour- will have to be limited if we do 
naments. Out-of-town teams were not have enough volunteers. We 
also hosted at Christy Park. need more • people who can be 
A well-deserved 'thank you' goes depended on to do specific jobs, 
to all our coaches, assistant coach- many of which can be done at 
us, referees and other volunteers home. 
Who have given their time so gen- Please contact Mary at 635-3475 
erously. The executive also • or Bey at 635-3719 to offer your 
deserves a vote of thanks for the help. 
Indoor soccer program 
for kids to begin 
Contributed 
TYSA is starting a new program 
- -  an indoor soccer program for 
10-year-aids and up. It wil! begin 
Monday, Oct. 21 at 6:30 p.m. in 
the E.T. Kenney school gym. Ses- 
sions will also be held on Fridays 
at 6:30 p.m. in the Clarence 
i 
Michiel school gym. 
Due to our insurance limitations, 
participants must be already regis- 
tered with TYSA for the 1991 sea- 
son. Running Shoes - -  not previ- 
ously used outdoors n must be 
worn. Come to E.T. Kenney gym 
Oct. 21 at 6:30 p.m. for more in- 
formation. 
, Am= 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
' VIRGO 
Aug. 23.Sept. 22 
L IBRA 
Sept. 23-OcI. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. D-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dee. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22Jtn. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
Team effort encouraged to accomplish that im- 
portant task. Do not try to carry the weight of 
an entire l~roject alone. 
Financial problem may be solved with forgotten 
• resources. Plan long evening with romantic part- 
ner. Don't be late. 
Do not be impatient with career goals; you will 
achieve your aim in due time. Make time for one 
who is special to you. 
Work on your priorities. Determine what is most 
important in your life and work toward it. Let 
the insignificant slide. 
Travel is a must. Don't be left behind. Handle 
with dare any objections to your move. Enjoy 
your time away. 
Love is in the air; like ragweed. Steer clear of 
any romantic notions from opposite sex. Delve 
into agood book. 
Look to others fo r  ideas at work. Team spirit 
will improve if  you utilize others concepts. Your 
superior will be impressed. 
Common sense is the key to your financial pro- 
blems. Seek practical advice for future monetary 
dealings. 
An impulsive move may be unwise at this time. 
"Look before you leap" would be Ik)und advice 
for someone in your situation. 
Purchase large, expensive item now. The time is 
right for impressing someone special. Give in to  
your intuition. 
Take time for yourself; examine your conscience; 
look to friends for moral support. Hdp is within 
reach. 
Older friend or relative looks to you for atten- 
tion. Be receptive to his advances. Loneliness i  
a disease. 
i i | l l |  
Bert's Delicatessen 
Entertain guests or just your 
arnily. We specialize in European 
sausages, cheeses, salads. 
Phone ahead we will have your 
feast ready when you arrive. 
4603 Park Ave., Terrace 
635-5440 
• I i i i i  i i " iT  l i i I I i ,, , 
Home based 
by Betty Barton 
Home based businesses are be- 
coming very popular in Terrace. 
The first home based business fair 
happened four years ago .due to the 
concerted efforts of organizers Val 
Burgess and Loft Mem'll, and a 
small group of enthusiastic home 
based besinesspeople. 
Since that time, the number of 
home based businesses has grown 
dramatically and the majority of 
those businesses are owned and 
operatedby women. It's a different 
attitude towards consumerism, says 
Lori Merrill 
Lori began her own home based 
business, Cotton River Clothing, 
four years ago, in anticipation of 
becoming an at-home mom, which 
happened two years ago. Cotton 
River offers a full line of cotton 
lingerie and tights, aerobic wear, 
and sweaters for the whole family. 
"The theme is definitely cotton," 
says Left. "Being a consumer 
and living here, 1 wanted more 
cho!ces," she explains. Lori says 
she tries to offer clothers that 
work for the northern lifestyle, 
clothing that is affordable, easy to 
care for, comfortable, fashionable 
and of the highest quality. She 
personally hand picks individual 
pieces, at shows in Vancouver and 
by telephone, from up to 12 manu- 
facturers. Lori is also very careful 
not to sell clothing lines that are 
already available at retail outlets in 
Terrace. She doesn't want to com- 
pete with them. 
Lori works evenings and all day 
Wednesdays, when son Graham is 
with his dad or at daycare. She 
does home parties, takes books, 
does seasonal open houses and 
goes on the road to reach to out- 
lying communities. "That's the fun 
part, meeting the people," she says 
enthusiastically. She adds that a 
lot of women don't have time to 
shop during the day. This gives 
them a chance to get out in the 
evening for a social gathering 
and to shop together. 
She explains that she sells ward- 
robe basics, in solid colours. She  
teaches women some of the style 
and wardrobe co-ordination and 
has a selection Of scarves, tams, 
fights and some jewellery to 
accessorize the basics. This.is the 
easiest and most economic.a[ way 
to build your wardrobe, Loft feels. 
And how does one build and 
maintain a home based or retail" 
business? From personal experi- 
ence, Lori advises; 
*be flexible and determined 
.start small 
.when you're ready to start, you 
have to  have the money. Have 
your idea well formulated and a 
financial plan in place, so that the 
banks will listen to you and lend 
you the required funds. Lori says, 
"If you're not in debt, you're not 
in business! But, the object is to 
make the revenue side greater than 
the expenses. 
• have a support network, people 
off whom you can bounce ideas 
and get feedback 
.the scope of your business 
depends on your needs, your faro- 
fly's needs and consumer needs. It 
can be a hobby or it can provide a 
living. ,, 
.read every publication available 
on starting a business 
.attend seminars on small business 
Led concludes, "It's a wonderful 
learning experience no matter how 
long you do it." 
This year, the Home Based Busi- 
ness Fair will be held on Novem- 
ber 23, with 28 participating busi- 
nesses and more on a waiting list 
for space at the arena venire. Co- 
ordinator of the Fair for 1991 is 
Elereen Toovey. 
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• Best wishes to all female 
• entrepreneurs during • 
Small Business Week. 
Call Us for assistance with all your 
Business Planning, Financing 
or Training needs. 
• , 
#4- 3250.EBY STREET 
TERRACE B.C. 
V8G 5H4 
TEL: 635-5449 
RRITE 
OffS 
If you've still decided to 
=go for it" after doing your 
businessplan, asking for a loan, i
finding out about he liabilities 
and all the taxes, take heart - -  
there is one perkt 
Write offsl 
As a general rule of thumb, 
you're ntided to deduct all 
expenses that are incurred in 
order to earn income. 
• But like everything else, 
says the CGA Association of 
B.C., it isn't as simple as it used 
to be. Here are a few examples: 
• an in.home o.81ce is only 
deductible ifyou don't have an 
o.Oke outside the home as well. 
"[ ~eS associated with 
operating your car are deductible 
in proportion to the amount you 
use your car for business versus 
personal uses- if you operate 
J Audrey's Coiffures 
Audrey  Cox: 
- Qualified Hairdresser 
24 years  
- Taught  at 
• Hairdress ing Schoo l  
in Pr ince George 
- Owned Span ish  Lady 
Coif fures for 16 years  
- Reeently purchased 
Dor is ' s  Co i f fures  
4603-5  Park Ave. 
Ter race  
638 1704 
your car 60 per cent of the time 
.for business then 60 per cent of 
maintenance and repair costs is 
deductible. 
• similarly, the gas you but te  I 
driving to and from your office 
isn't deductible m it is if you 
have a meeting with a client 
along the way. 
• if you operate, your business 
out of your home, the base rate 
on your phone line isn,t 
deductible ~ a separate business 
line is deductible as are your long 
distance business charges. 
A CGA can advise you on 
what, sdeductible. But you must 
keep all your receipts to sup- 
port your claim in the event of 
an audit. If you fail to do so, 
Revenue Canada may throw 
your whole claim ~ or a 
major portion of i t - -  out 
Working women love us! 
"18 years in business, thanks to the people of Terrace" 
We carry; 
• an exceptional selection 
of suits, separates, 
sweaters, blouses 
to suit every taste 
• fall maternity fashions 
in up-to-the minute 
~'~ = = ~ ~ ~  A~ styles 
• a wide array of bridal 
Fashions gowns and accessories 
3230 Ka lum St., Terrace • phone 635-3666 
JOY DOVER of NRS Pruden & Curr le  has been serving the people 
of Terrace and area for 13 years. She is a nine-time recipeint of the top 
award given by the Northwest Real Estate Board for MLS Sales and is a 
member of the prestigious "NRS Presidents' Club'. She feels the •Real 
Estate Industry is definitely a field of business where the opportunity 
exists for women to excel, while enjoying their careers. She invites you to 
a personal tour of an immaculate 4-bedroom family home situated close 
to Veritas School. You will 
appreciate the spacious- 
ness of every room and the 
many extras it has to offer. 
Lovely cedar railing and 
benches surround the over- 
sized back deck overlook- 
ing the nicely landscaped 
large 75 x 131 ft. lot. Take 
advantage of the low inter- 
est rates and affordable 
price of $99,900 on this 
great homel 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
4650 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 117,2 (604) 6354142 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
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Ccnlu  Wightman & Smith 
• -"'P2[ Realty Ltd. 
LAKELSE LAKE - -  KROYER ROAD 
Located only one block from the lake, this chalet-style 2- 
storey basement home provides many features not to be 
overlooked. Don't miss this special package being offered 
at the reasonable price of $78,500. To view, call Laurie. 
LAURIE FORBES ~ entered the real estate business in 
1979, with Wightman & Smith Real Estate Ltd. She has 
successfully engaged in 12 years of real estate service to 
residents of Terrace and area. She says the job has 
rewarded her with meeting wonderful people and special 
friendships. Call Laurie at 635-6361 (w) or 635-5382 (h) to 
view her listings. 
' r  
2ef-z f-- ' 
BRADFORD EXCHANGE DEALER- ASHTON DRAKE 
DEALER- AND MANY OTHER GREAT GIFTS. 
I I I 
YOUR FLORIST FOR EVERY OCCASION 
' .ba l loons  
.de l iver ies  
. choco la tes  
.world-wide 
,> w i re  serv ice  
.......... • t rop ica l  p lants  
. s i l k  p lants  
..... • de l ivery  
...... se rv ice  
.wedd ings  m 
> our specialty! , 
#101 - 4716 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
phone 635-5920 
- L  i r ¸  , . . . . . . .  i I i i i i i i r l  
Bus iness  i s  - 
Home based 
Cindy Marleau, a recent entre- 
preneur in home based business, 
says, "It's been fun, and busy." 
Cindy began her business elling 
Birkenstock sandals and shoes in 
early September. She explains, 
"My husband and I have been 
wearing them for four years. We 
had to order them from 
Vancouver. We always like to 
buy and support local busi- 
nesses. It allows me to stay at 
home with the kids (ages 6, 3 
and 1 1/2)." Cindy says with 
lower overhead, she can offer 
lower prices. 
Cindy Marleau began her 
career in home based business 
with Perfect Scents, a product 
sold through multi level market- 
ing, in .February 1991. She 
started contemplating Birken- 
stock sales as a home based 
business in July. It took her 
considerable time to find a Can- 
adian distributor of this German- 
made product. When she did 
finally locate a distributor, after 
Women in retail,., 
Rose's Ladies Fashions has been 
open at its new location in front of 
the Inn of the West, under We 
capable leadership of new owner 
Debbie Carruthers for just over a 
year now. 
I" 
Debbie worked for prewous 
owner Made Harrison in 1983, 
doing the books and looking after 
customers. She just loved it, and 
Made always said that when she 
was ready to sell, she'd like to sell 
it to Debbie. In January 1984, the 
Carruthers left Terrace for Sidney 
on Vancouver Island. 
There, they created the business 
of Brewster's Take-out Foods, 
named after Debbie's husband 
Bruce. In early 1990, the Carm- 
thers sold their business and were 
busv  and fun! 
CINDY MARLEAU says of Birkenstocks, "They carry wonderful 
colours and styles. You'll never wear anything more 
comfortablel" 
innumerable phone calls, Cindy 
found she had to order a mini- 
mum of 24 pairs. At this point, 
her friends were most supportive 
and said, "Go for itl" 
She says she also got great 
support and information from 
Joanna Waruruk at the TEC 
Centre (in the Access Centre), 
including a home based business 
handbook. She did lots of read- 
ing o f  small business books at 
the library and she had an idea 
that she wanted to work• 
temporarily at loose ends. It was 
very timely when Made Harrison 
decided last spring that she wanted 
to retire. She phoned Debbie and 
made the offer she had promised 
many ears ago. When Debbie told 
her husband about his prospect, he 
asked, "Well, are you going to go 
for it?" Debbie was surprised that 
Bruce would consider moving back 
to. Terrace.• Actually, they were 
both keen to be closer to their 
children, their grandchildren. 
Debbie and her friendly staff arc 
always available to assist cus- 
tomers, new and old. Come into 
Rose's Ladies' Fashions, for old 
fashioned hospitality and up-to- 
date fashions. 
Cindy doesn't know how much 
time she spends actually con- 
ducting business, but she says 
she thinks about it all the time. 
She and Loft Merrill are com- 
bining efforts to compile a photo 
album of cotton clothing and 
Birkenstock Footwear that they 
can both have available to cus- 
tomers in their respective busi- 
nesses; Cindy says people come 
after work or phone for appoint- 
ments, so the work day is flex- 
ible. On Nov. 15, Lori will have 
an open house at which Cindy 
has been invited to display her 
Blrkenstocks. Cindy confirms, 
"It's nice to support other home 
based businesses." 
She will be displaying Birken- 
stocks at the Women in Timber 
Fair, at the home based business 
fair, and will host an Open 
House of Dec. 4 and 5. 
Cindy now has a lot of the 
basics in stock. They range in 
size from a child's size 6 to a 
man's size 17. She also has 
catalogues o£ the full line of 
Birkenstock shoes and sandals 
which can be ordered within 10 
days. Cindy enthusiastically 
describes the product, "They 
carry wonderful colours and 
styles, andyou ' l l  never wear 
anything more comfortablel" 
CHOICE 
"FOR PEOPLE GOING pLACES" 
4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace V8G 1R6 
PREFERRED RATES: FCT is a member of 
GIANTS, a consortium of 1245 independently 
owned and operated Canadian travel agencies, 
offering discounts on car rentals and hotels, for 
ALl. our clients. 
This combined buying power allows us to offer 
discounted corporate rates on car rentals and 
hotels worldwide to ALl. our clients. 
Ask about our preferred rates on package tours 
and cruises. 
LATEST COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY: 
Computerized a l l  hotel, car rental and tour 
confirmations. "Best buy" fare quotes on air 
routes wo~kJwide, i'. .... . ~..~:.'., 
SPECIALIZED STAFF: Under the leadershop of 
Barbara Kerr, CTC (Certified Travel Consultants), 
Director - Northern B.C./Yukon, Canadian Insti- 
tutes of Travel Counsellors), our team represents 
over 35 years of travel Industry experience. 635-2277 
Let us take care of your business, government and leisure travel 
requirements. At First Choice Travel, ALL clients are "V.I.P.s" 
~t 
!, 
i i 
t'! 
Revenue Canada: no sense of humour 
by Stephanle Wiebe 
The business of freelance writ- 
ing is a lot like raising children 
- -  a fun, painful, deeply 
rewarding and time-consuming 
venture. And you're never certain 
how Lhings will turn out in the 
ond. 
While writing is often con- 
sidcred an art, it is also a busi- 
ness. Freelance writing combines 
the best of both: an outlet for 
creativity, and cold, hard cash. 
Charles Dickens didn't write "A 
Christmas Carol" because of his 
burning desire for self-expression 
- -  he desperately needed the 
money. Even Shakespeare had to 
pay the grocery bills. 
The business end of freelance 
writing is often the most difficult 
for writers. Writers write, just as 
plumbers plumb and teachers 
teach - -  but without marketing 
the work. a writer can end up 
with a closctful of unread prose; 
and Rovenuo Canada has no 
sonse of humour toward haphaz- 
ard bookkeeping. 
Oddly enough, a piece of writ- 
ing is usually sold before it's 
actually written. The buyorpro- 
poses a concept, and the writing 
is created to suit that buyer's 
request. Another form of market- 
ing, "querying", has the writer 
proposing the idea to the targeted 
buyer. Neither method is truly 
satisfactory - - what the writer 
really wants, is to independently 
create a masterpiece and have 
editors fight over who gets to pay 
a million dollars for it. Lifo rarely 
works out that way. 
Background research can be 
fascinating, but time Consuming. 
For every subject written about, 
the writer has to acquire a mini- 
education. Thus, wdtem are 
known to be curious, insatiable 
readers. Library "overdue book" 
lists abound with writers' names. 
Once the information is
gathered, the writer can finally 
write. This is the smallest part of 
the project. The writing itself 
goes quickly - -  it's continuous 
re-writing that puts bags under 
your eyes and makes your bones 
grow brittle. I just re-wrote that 
paragraph three times, and I still 
don't like it. Often, re-writing 
time is restricted by deadlines, 
however, inciting freelancers to 
sweat over a phrase until two 
a.m. A~ impending deadline 
means this paragraph won't be 
re-wriUon a fourth time. 
As a business, freelance writing 
means long flexible hours, chal- 
lenging work, and an inconstant 
income. And I wouldn't choose 
to do anything else for a living. 
1 1 Bou tique [ 
I 
(~:~/  Lisa & Kellywould like to thank i [ 
" ~ all past and present customers ~ i-~il / 
il l" for rnaking our first six months / 
~/~ S ° successful" I 
//7 Win e and Cheese ~ [ 
• • October  1.7, 1991 ~'il;!i~;!i~ii!!~i:i~::i  / 
7.30-  10..O0 p.m. : :  i :: / 
• 10% OFF all in store stock. . ._| 
50% - 75% OFF selected Weddhag Gowns, Bridesmaid, Grad. / 
& Party Dresses / 
4617 Lakelse Ave, Above All Star Shoe Repair 638-1773 ] 
I i" 
. ' I¢. 
Bi r thday  
Ce lebratmn 
. ,  
Saturday, October 19 
* 1 st birthday celebration 
* 10% OFF every purchase 
or rental booking 
* FREE FLOWER LOON to 
first 50 customers 
. . . .  , . ,  _ . _ _  
. birthday cake, coffee, 
snacks 
. KIDS! Enter our contest - 
Name our Big Clown (every 
entry gets s FREE helium 
balloon) and WIN an 
AMAZING FLYING 
FUNSHIP($95.00 value) ::~ 
Draws closes 1 pm Sat. :! greet you. 
Oct. 19th. ::i: 
" at 2 pro. 
* newly expanded 
* FREE balloon animals 
face painting and magic 
performed throughout he 
day. 
, Fun draws and contests 
every 1/2 hour - great 
prizes - $100 gift certificate 
and much more! 
. guess the number of 
jellybsans 
. Ninja Turtle, Pink Gorilla 
and other fun characters to 
* GIANT 500 balloon release 
635-6312 =a 
n i f  , i . . . . .  I , i " [ I  " 
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QUALITY CLOTHES 
FOR TODAY 'S  
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN 
Co-ordinates By: 
Pantmma, Koret, Chic 
& Denise Petites, 
Niceolini & Fen-nelli 
Coats 
ONLY AT ROSE'S, 
INN OF THE WEST 
LaKELSE AVE. 
"Your style store." 
21) Lakelse Ave., 
:trace, B.C. 
ph. 635-4550 
Glass Slipper 
( ~  with a fresh new 
q t [ ~ contemporary 
' / \ ~ style in Ladies Wear 
~" c 1 ~ • Suits for the office 
/ )~ * Knits for Dinner 
,~ / * S i zz l lng  Par t~eax  
f ~ / From sizes 3 -  24 
\ / Great Select!on 
\ / /  ',Glass SHpper 
/~  "Not just a Br~ofS/wppe." 
| 
S t U/d i 0 4605 Lazelle Ave. 
{ 
/ PH.. 635-6966 
Shlrley Marleau 
DON'T GAMBLE 
We have qualified loggers waiting for job 
placements. HIRE A LOGGER is a unique 
Terrace-based employment service. We try to 
qualify all personnel before placing them on 
the job site. 
HIRE A LOGGER 
Personnel placement, 
I~ safety management, 
equipment listing, cost accounting 
Burga Anderson, manager 
4925 Keith Ave., Terrace 
phone 635-5500 
l l l l l l " i ' " ' - - - - - -  
+. A -  
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MEMBER 
I -  
~ e  Broker Network 
• " "x  
~.  ,'~ " - 
Christel Godlinksi 
Realtor 
Christel has lived in Terrace since 1955 and was a Charter Member 
of the first Business & Professional Women's Club in Terrace. She 
entered the Field of Real Estate in 1976 and in 1980 became co- 
founderand owner of Terrace Realty Ltd. Presently she holds the 
position of treasurer on the Northwest Real Estate Board. Having 
worked for 16 years as an active and well-known Realtor in this 
community, Christel has acquired a wealth of experience, knowl- 
edge and•expertise in her profession. She invites you to give her a 
call for all your real estate needs. 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 638-0371 
*Bea! the winter bluesli Come 
relax ~n our warm Wolff system 
sunbeds. 
*Our sunrooms are spacious & 
completely *PRIVATE* 
*We offer quality tanning lotions, 
electronic muscle toning & more. 
*Call now for our fall"SPECIALS" 
We'll keep y.ou looking great 
all Winter long.r! 
635-3071 
3992-A Lakelse Lk. Dr. Terrace 
Sylvia 
Griffin 
R.I. (B.C.) 
. . . . .  ' . 
. "Your Rea l  Es ta te  Profess ional"  
A hfet ime resident of Terrace,  Sylvia has seven years 
ex.p.erience and a family background in real estate. Her many 
satisfied clients know that she has the ability to listen to their 
needs and is committed to providing excellent service. Sylvia 
is the only realtor in Terrace who is a member of the Real 
Estate Institute of B.C The lnstitute's'members have one of 
the highest h,vels of education or any real property organi- 
zation in Canada and arc., distinguished by the dl~signation R.I. 
(B.t;.L Sylvia says, "making new friends and keeping the old 
is my prow.,n way of providing the best servh'e. (',all her for 
your real ~,state needs. 
MEMBER 
Associate Broker Network 
, r ,+ l  ~1 ++*, J  H I  ¢ r~ H I  f* ' H D OP I  If i f |  IJ 
638-0371 
Motivation& self-management 
International Speaker on sales,. 
motivation and self-management, 
Sally Abbott was in Terrace last 
week for two different seminars. 
On Wednesday evening, she 
conducted a .workshop on 
teamwork to male and female 
participants in the FBDB/Cham- 
ber of Commerce business de- 
velopment program. On Thurs- 
day, as part of the ~FBDB 
Women in Business conference, 
she headed a workshop for 
women on •management chal- 
lenges in the '90s. 
Sally started her sales career as 
a trainee and within 18 months 
became sales manager for the 
largest publishing company in 
the southern hemisphere. She 
was promoted from sales man- 
ager to associate publisher of 
B.C. Business magazine in six 
months. 
As a private consultant special- 
izing in "sales troubleshooting 
and sales productivity", Sally 
has helped many international 
companies across three conti- 
nents. Her humour, boundless 
SALLY ABBOTT, AN INSPIRATION TO THOUSANDS! .was in 
Terrace last week to inspire Terrace and area entrepreneurs. 
vitality and proven presentation 
techniques provide a wealth of 
information and a unique sales 
experience. 
Throughout the two days of 
workshops, Sally spouted words 
of wisdom for entrepreneurs, 
male and female alike; 
• on being a leader: fake it 'til 
you make it. 
• you're allowed to ask for help. 
It's a sign of strength, not weak- 
ness. 
• care enough to follow up - -  
"the staff respects what the boss 
inspects" 
• appreciate how far your staff is 
willing to go to please you. 
• when you're wrong, admit it. 
• use your staff as resource 
people. Encourage brainstorming 
• give your staff the whole pic- 
ture so they can see where they 
fit in 
and last, but definitely not least, 
• HAVING FUN IS PART OF  
THE JOY  OF  BE ING IN BUSI- 
NESS ! 
Do you have 
what Rtakes? 
So you want to start your own 
business. 
You have the idea - -  but do 
you really have what it takes to 
meet he challenges of being your 
own boss? 
"Before you hit the ground run- 
ning, you'd be wise to take a long, 
hard look at yourself," says 
Maureen Holloway, first vice presi- 
dent of the Certified General 
Accountants Association of B.C. 
(CGA). "You have to decide if 
you have the right skills and 
temperament to operate your 
own business." 
Holloway suggests that would- 
be entrepreneurs take a moment o 
review the following check list to 
see if they possess the characteris- 
tics essential to business uccess. 
Do you have drive and energy? 
Starting a small business 
• involves an ongoing commitment. 
Successful small business managers 
are willing to work long hours. 
Are you self-confident? 
You must have a firm belief in 
yourself, your idea and your ability 
to succeed. 
Do you enjoy risk? 
There's no guaranteed pay 
cheque. You must be able to live 
with the lack of security associated 
with running your own business. 
Are you a creative thinker? 
Successful small business man- 
Clothing 
IIIC HANG ES Fash,ons d,rect III from Europe 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
TANNING STUDIO 
Further information or 
appointment call: 
63S.9666 
2803 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C. 
BEV IS BACK FULL-TIME 
I _ .',,1~/ TANNING 
/~o£~~-. .~" PACKAGE 
"+/r ~ 1-MONTH $50 
agers are always looking for better, 
more efficient and creative ways to 
do things. 
Can you communicate w ll? 
Being in business for yourself 
requires acombination of excellent 
verbal and written communication 
skills. You'll need those skills to 
persuade, influence and convince 
everyone from your staff and your 
banker to your suppliers, clients 
and customers. 
Do you have the know how? 
This includes knowledge of 
your product or service as well as 
the business world and the market- 
place. 
Rusty Ljungh 
MEMBER 
I 
m 
m 
mR 
Associate Broker Network 
I I D I P I U t l l I , I  ! 0111111 I I  • I P I ( I I I I I  
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8GtS8 
t , "  
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Bright new bungalow 
Situated among new construct ion on 
Mountain Vista Drive. Over 1200 sq. ft. nat. 
gas heat, 3 bedrms., 3 baths, Jacuzzi Tub, 
patio doors to rear deck, and much more. 
Call now to view with Rusty Ljungh 
638-0371 or 635-5754. 
FBDB supports . . . . . . . . .  
women in business 
% , 
RE/MAX of Terrace 
4654 Lazelle Ave. 
(Credit Union Building) 
Terrace 
638-1400 
EHen Pelletier, experienced full- 
time realtor, serving the Terrace 
area fOr over 5 years. Call her today 
for all your real estate needs. 
130oK A H0/ F  I>AI TY/o  
C~L,L, F6~ Your  P~I~C~oMAL - 5HOPPII<Ie 
,~PPOI NT/~'N 1" 
toll. 
Coffon River Clothing 
Lois Campbel l  
Last week, the Federal Business 
Development Bank sponsored the 
second Business Success for 
Women conference in Terrace. 
Women from 28 area businesses 
attended the full-day sessions 
ranging from management chal- 
lenges to financial savvy - -  the 
key to success to planning for 
growth. This year, for the first 
time, they chose to do three 
streams. In each of three seminar 
times throughout the day, partici- 
pants had three choices of topics. 
Lois Campbell, regional 
coordinator of communications for 
FBDB, co-ordinates and organizes 
events. Lois says, "I'm a prime 
example of the woman of today. A 
number of different careers - -  
teacher, home based business- 
woman, retail and now FBDB to 
teach business. I've taken the best 
ideas and skills from each experi- 
ence." Lois now works with the 
FBDB branches to ensure partici- 
pation, and gathers guest speakers 
and negotiates topics, based on 
previous evaluations, client 
requests and focus group 
responses . . . . .  
Lois explains the function of the 
conference, one of seven through- 
out the province, "Basically, the 
'80s phenomenon of women mov- 
ing into businesses changed our 
outlook. We're in the workforee 
seriously. Training, motivation, 
networking sl~ills are imperative to 
our success." Over 400 women 
attended the 1986 pilot project of 
Women in Business, thus securing 
the concept for future years. 
Campbell goes on to say that every 
year, the FBDB looks at the vari- 
ous options. Are they timely? Will 
participants benefit? Are commun- 
ities supportive of the idea? 
Lois feels that if participants 
walk away from the seminars with 
one or two attitude changes or skill 
development, the goal has been 
accomplished. 
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SMALL BUSINESS MISTAKES.,. 
• lack of adequate planning .jumping into partnership 
• under-capitalization .insufficient attention paid 
• poor inventory controls to competition 
• inadequate credit and collection .underestimating service 
Getting Started? 
Good starter home for the young family. 3 bed- 
room/1 bathroom, large lot on a quiet street. 
Wide hallway from living room to bedrooms. 
Sundeck at the back for outdoor living. An 
excellent buy $47,500.00. 
CALL: OLGA POWER 
638-3833 
REALTY WORLD,, ~E R l t~£~ PEOPKL" 
Each ollice i$ independently owned 
Condition EXCELLENT! 
• 12 years old - - just  reduced!! - 
• 4 bedrooms & 2 baths .2 fireplaces (1 wood, 1 gas) 
• spacious eat-in kitchen .dining room --french doors 
• new carpet & line .N/G heat & hot tub 
• garage & fenced back yard 
.$109,000 
I 
i I,i 
/ 
Say hello to the original BIRKENSTOCK® 
If you haven't 
tried BIRKEliSTOCK® 
optimum footwear, your 
.~et haven't lived yet! 
' / (~  In stock & special orders - mail orders. 
BEST PRICES IN B,C. 
Call Cindy 
"638-1711 
a h°rne based busi,ness I 
18 
¸"Ill 
contributed 
B.C. Hydro's highly successful 
Power Smart Night will be held 
across Canada this year. The date 
of the event is Thursday, October 
17. It will principally involve a 
mitionwide call to switch off un- 
necessary lights at 8 p.m. in each 
time zone. 
Power Smart Night is an oppor- 
tunity for people to commence 
action on energy efficiency and 
bring it into their daily lives," 
commented Rob Kikkert, B.C. 
Hydro's regional marketing man- 
ager for the Northern Region. 
Hydro is undertaking a number of 
local initiatives and particularly 
anxious to get children involved. 
"They're the future generation of 
decision makers who'll be shaping 
our society's future in the not-too- 
distant future," explains Kikkert. 
Power Smart Inc. president and 
CEO Arthur C-eilde explains that 
one of Power Smart's main thrusts 
is to encourage public demand for 
electrical product manufacturers to 
produce more energy-efficient 
products. He adds, "Awareness of 
this event last year was 76 percent 
of the B.C. population with around 
50 percent actual participation." 
Power Smart was launched in 
B.C. by Hydro in March 1989. It 
has a $600 million budget and 
aims, by the year 2010, to be 
providing annual energy savings of 
5,600 million kilowatt hours, 
enough power to 560,000 new 
B.C. homes. 
On October 17, commence 
action. At 8 p.m., turn off your 
light: 
Children, get involved! 
B.C. Hydro's RobKikkert says Power Smart Night i s  
a really hands-on opportunity for children to show their 
parents how supportive they are of energy efficiency and 
conservation. He says Power Smart Night is a fun thing 
for them to participate in. "We're not asking anyone to 
be plunged into darkness. All we're asking is for 
everyone to turn off unnecessary lights and we all know 
what they are", adds Kikkert. 
He says the reason participation by children is so 
important is that B.C. Hydro wants them to make wise 
energy choices instinctively. He adds that adults make 
intellectual decisions about energy choices, but if 
children are imbued with the right energy ethic ata very 
young age, then society, as a whole, will one day be 
reflecting a new energy ethic, too. 
"Energy conservation, it should be: remembered, 
reflects a concern for the environment. Power Smart is 
environment friendly," concludes Kikkert. 
I 
The following test was designed 
"by experts to determine your 
Power Smart energy awareness 
level. The questions below are 
educational nd accurate, but for 
best results, take this test in a 
dark room. Give yourself five 
points for reading this far, and 
then five points for each correct 
answer: 
1. Which of the following house- 
hold necessities demonstrates the 
most efficient use of energy? 
a) An automatic dishwasher. 
b) A deluxe vacuum cleaner 
with snow blower attachments. 
c) A full-time professional 
housecleaner. 
The correct answer is "c'. Any- 
one who has ever washed ishes 
or vacuumed knows this. Those 
readers electing "a" or "b" are 
spoiled imbeciles. 
2. It's Power Smart night, and 
your spouse/parent/partner has
turned into an energy-sucking 
the couch with remote control in 
hand, television on, radio blaring, 
every lamp in the room blazing, 
and an electric back scratcher 
buzzing at high speed. Do you: 
a) quickly sneak downstairs to 
sabotage the fuse box? 
b) stand between the remote 
control and the set, bellowing 
through a megaphone toexplain 
the virtues of saving energy? 
c) roll your eyes, walk away 
and vent your frustrations atthe 
bowling alley? 
Although answer "a" would be 
immediately mast satisyying, it is 
childish, and therefore beneath 
you. Answer "b" directly 
addresses the inappropriate beha- 
viour, and might seem correct, 
albeit irritating, but since your 
spouse/parent~partner do s have 
a weapon in hand (i.¢, back- 
scratcher), this is not recom- 
mender The correct answer is 
"c" energy efficient reconsidering 
sofa spud -- that is, reclining on the least amount of sparks wUlfly. 
A little effort to conserve 
puts $$$ in your pocket. 
contributed by Shell Busey, 
B.C. Hydro consultant 
Half your home energy dollar 
goes to~,ards healing your home. 
Insulating the walls and attic is the 
most effective way of keeping the 
heat in. Call a reliable contractor 
to find out if your home is proper- 
ly insulated. Depending on the 
level of insulation, it could save 
you up to a quarter of your energy 
bill. 
You can reduce your heating bill 
by 20 to 30 percent by sealing the 
gaps and cracks in your house. Try 
the hand, feather Or tissue test. In 
cold weather, run your hand over 
the inside of the exterior walls and 
around windows, doors, electrical 
outlets and baseboards to find cold 
air entering your home. A tissue or 
feather attached to a toothpick will 
achieve the same reauli. If they 
flutter, you've found an air leak. 
Seal them from the inside. 
Weather stripping will reduce air 
leakage around doors and win- 
dows, as will caulking where door 
and window frames meet the 
house. If you have a garage 
attached to your home, insulate the 
garage door. It will keep both the 
home and garage warmer. 
Set your thermostat t 20C (68F) 
and turn it down to 18C (65F) at 
night. For every degree above 20C, 
your heating costs rise by five 
percent. 
The second largest energy user in 
your home is water heating 
about 20 percent of your energy 
bill. Set the thermostat between 
54(2 and 60C (130F and 140F). 
Installing a blanket for your elec- 
tric hot water heater, energy effi- 
cient showerheads, a faucet aerator 
and water pipe insulation can save 
you up to $80 a year on your 
electrical bill. 
3. Define a glgahertz, a nanofarad 
and a megohm: 
a) a large rental car, a skin 
disease and a meditation mantra. 
b) scientific words meaning 
"doggy doo". 
c) awkward electrical terms: 
that normal people don't have to 
understand. 
The professional research team 
designing this test could not com- 
prehend ictionary definitions of 
these words, but during an "after 
hours" coffee room vote, answer 
"a" was selected as most likely 
correct. 
4. You're at the office when the 
power goes out. The computer is 
down, the photocopier is dead, 
and even the coffee machine has 
fizzled to lukewarm. Through the 
glass partition, you see that your 
supervisor has dozed off at his 
desk. Do you: 
a) Continue to work industri. 
ously with pencil, paper and 
carbons, despite the inconven- 
ience of archaic tools and the 
fact that your lazy boss will 
never know. 
b) Wake up your supervisor and 
whine, while flicking the light 
switch on and off. 
c) Press your face against the 
glass and mo~,e it around, 
creating rotesque images until 
the power returns and wakes 
your boss. 
The correct answer is "c'. The 
power won't be off for long, and 
how many opportunities like this 
do you get? 
Scoring Yourself.. 
(0 to 5 points) "Power Dumb" - 
Energy savings do not effect you 
much -- you're always in the 
dark. 
(10-20 points) "Semi-bright" - 
The lights are on, but nobody's 
home. Go back and take the test 
again. No cheating this time. 
(25 points) "Near Genius" - Just 
like in the cartoons, there's a
light bulb over your head. Turn it 
off, you're wasting energy. 
. .  • • - :  . - 
i October 17th at 8:00 pm sharp 
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Score yourself on POWER SMART 
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Quality education depends on stability, resources, and co.operation. 
The Government's record is inconsistency, unde~unding and 
confrontation. On October 17, elect Candidates who 
care about children and public education. 
,~~" ...working for quality education m our commumty. 
THANK-YOU TO OUR CORPORATE SPONSOR 
TERRACE & DISTRICT TEACHERS ASSN. IT IS, 
YOUR SUPPORT THAT MADE THE VANCOUVER 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA A GREAT SUCCESS! 
TERRACE 
CONCERT SOCIETY 
Invites you to an evening of enjoyment with 
Miss 
Friday, October 18, 199 
:; 8:00 p.m. - 
at 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
• TICKETS: ADULTS $18 
STUDENTS & SENIORS $12 
Available now at Erun'n's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall 
Sponsored by: The Fabric Boutique & Ske~ Bew, rages (Pepsi) 
Dramatic 
Contributed 
Antony Stamboulieh, actor and 
founder of the Vernon School of 
Speech and Drama, will be in Ter- 
race Nov. 8 and 9 to lead work- 
shops in speech arts for the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival. 
He is a graduate of the Rose Bru- 
ford Drama School, London, Eng- 
land and has acted professionally 
in England and Canada on stage, 
in films and onTV. Recent work 
includes parts in Airwolf, Mac- 
Gyver and a Chuck Norris film, 
Hit Man. His students have per- 
formed in Vancouver with the 
Vancouver Youth Theatre and 
given numerous dinner theatre, 
school and public presentations in 
Vernon. 
workshop 
Tony is full of creative nergy 
and ideas, and balances this with 
an emphasis on classical speech 
training. "I take just as much plea- 
sure from teaching as acting on a 
major production, perhaps even 
more," he said. 
H is  workshops will be helpful to 
anyone interested in speech arts or 
drama. Private consultations are 
also available. 
For further information, please 
phone Judy at 635-4283 or Efla at 
635-4751. 
Note: The syllabus for the Music 
Festival is now available at Sight 
and Sound in the Skeena Mall. 
The speech arts selections are 
available at the Terrace Public 
Library. 
vet you We~x 
cle~. with ca 
onlv 
25 
I I  
VERYDAY IS 
SHIRT LAUNDRY DAY 
Men's or Ladies' cotton or poly blend shirt 
Richards  
on Emerson  ' 
THE ?RYCLF_,ANER & SHIRT LAUNDRY I 
Swing m to our DRIVE THRU L 
Richards Cleaners 
3223 Emerson St. 
Terrace 
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. - -  Monday to Fflday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
' Phone:  635-5119 
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Miss DairSY motors across 
R.E.M. Lee stage Friday 
. Driving Miss Daisy, the stage 
play by Alfred Uhry best known 
in its cinema incarnation that 
figured prominently in the 1990 
Osca.rs, will be on stage in Ter- 
race Friday night at the R.E.M. 
Ice Theatre. - 
It's a touring version of the 
successful and  crit ical ly 
acclaimed Arts Club Theatre 
production from VancouVer, 
starring Doris Chilcott as Miss 
Daisy, Alvin Sanders as Hoke, 
the chauffeur that over 25 years 
develops a warm "partnership" 
with her, and Allan Gray  as 
Boolie, Daisy's son. 
The original stage version of 
the play is on a compressed 
• scope in comparison to the more 
• familiar film, having a cast of 
three and a single set with few 
props. Little separates the actors 
from the audience. Miss Daisy is 
an aging Jewish woman living in 
Atlanta, Georgia, whose son 
Boolie forces her to accept the 
fact that she can no longer drive 
safely and hires chauffeur Hok¢ 
Colcburn, a black man who 
endures Daisy's racist in- 
nuendoes with monumental 
patience. The storyline covers 25 
years, during which the two 
characters come to a gradual 
understanding that in a different 
time and place might have blos- 
somed into love. 
Doris Chilcott is a veteran 
actress with the Arts Club whose 
background credits include the 
role of Ethel in  a successful 
recent run of On Golden Pond. 
Alvin Sanders may be remem- 
bered by Terrace audiences for 
his prominent role in another 
Arts Club tour, Ain't Mis- 
behavin', from two years ago. 
Allan Gray has appeared in Arts 
Club productions of Bent and 
Elephant Man, and has recently 
returned to Vancouver after 
working the Shaw and Stratford 
festivals. 
Tickets for Driving Miss Daisy 
are available at Erwin's Jewel- 
lers in the Skeena Mall• 
PARKER,:,POSITIVE 
PAID FOR BY THE COMMIII~EE TO RE-ELECT DAVE PARKEu u 
Northwest Arts And 
im l .  cnmr mtnment C a lenda, r 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre . . . .  ' 
• Oct.17, 8 p.m. - -The  Alexander Brothers in concert, 
sponsored by Theatre Alive and "A Touch of White Heather" 
,Oct.18, 8 p.m. --"Driving Miss Daisy", by the Arts Club Theatre• 
Presented by the Terr, ace Concert Society 
• Oct.29, 7 p.m. - -Bom to Ski, a Warren Miller film, 
sponsored by Ski Smithers and Shames Mountain 
The Terrace Inn 
• Gigi's - -  Curious, until Oct. 25 
Northern Motor Inn, George's Pub 
• Until Oct.19, Ned Rebel with Reg Alexander 
• Oct.20 to Nov.2 - -  Dave Johnstone 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
• Every Monday and Wednesday-  Darts 
• OCt .19  - '50s  N ight  and  Dance l  
Thornhill Neighbourhood Pub 
• Until Hallowe'en - -Naught 4 Hire 
Terrace Public Art Gallery 
i -  
• Until Oct .25-  Don Weirpaintings on exhibit 
Prince Rupert Performing Arts Centn 
• Oct.16, 8 p.m. - -  Elmer Iseler Singers, ~:: 
presented by the P.R. Concert Society ~ ~ 
• Oct. 19, 8 p .m. -  Driving Miss Daisy, by the Arts Club Theatre, 
presented by the P.A.C. Society ~ ~ 
• Oct.27, 7:30 p.m. - -  Born to Ski, a Warren Miller film, 
presented by the Prince RuPert Ski Patrol 
.This Column Sponsored By: 
AGHAST, Doris Chilcott and Alvin Sanders will team up on 
the stage of the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Friday night in the touring 
Arts Club Theatre producUon of Driving Miss Daisy, the 
original stage version of the Alfred Uhry play on which the 
Academy Award-winning film Was based. 
i 
.$ Polly's Care 
~'~ Chinese &Western Cuzsnne 
" ~  Mon.--Tlmrs. 10:30 a.m. --  midnight 
Frl. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. -- I a.m, 
::~nday 12:00 o,m. ~ 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 o, 638-8034 
GIM'S 
_~..~ RESTAURANT ~ 
.,~f.~ Chinese & Canadian Food "~.'~. 
i:1 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~i},~, 
t' I~ Mon - Wed 11"30 a.m IO•OO n ~i~ ,i(.  .. . • - -  . _.on.  [ 
~ .~ Thursday 11•30 a.m. - -  !1:00 p . tn . , -=~"  
Fri - Sat 11:30 a,m, ~ I;00 a.m• 
Sunday 12:00 a.m• !0:00 p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635:6111 
This Wee/< ,r-ffffF-FET/UNCFI--! 
I ~ I ~ 1  In AUGIE8 LOUNGE I 
~ ~ N N N N  i NOON 2.00 P.M. I 
~ 1  Monday to Friday I 
blP~,'~b~&~lkT 'u I Hot F, ntroo, Soup, I 
8alade, Rolle & Doeeerte I .  I 
! . . . .  . se .os  . . . .  
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL.FREE: 1.800.663.8156 FAX: 835.2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
[~ .~1 4606Greig Ave., for Take.0ut 
Terrace, D.C. Ph. 635-6184 
i,! • 
r t  ~ 
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Provincial scholarships to 12 Ca/stt aents 
(SMS 708), English 12 (~;MS Geography 12 (SMS ~i81); Total results. Twelve Caledonia gradu- 
ates qualified for $1,000 provin- 
cial scholarships. 
To• qualify for a provincial schol- 
arship, the successful student had 
lowest allowable score in any one 
scholai'ship examination is 475 
and the highest is800. 
Provincial/;cholarship winners 
from Caledonia are: 
to achieve a Standard Ministry Robert ,Cuddeford Biology 
Score total of at least 1,700. The 12 .(SMS 595).:Chemistry. 12
Contributed by 
John Chen-Wlng 
The administration a d staff of 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School are very pleased with the 
recently announced B.C. provin- 
cial scholarship examination 
" ' ,  . , • , 
, ..... , OPPERSIDE ,v  
PACK SPECIALS  
'WE USE ONLY HANGING BEEF 
2891 E RSlOc,ar! V 
BB " J  
635:6624 .... 
-AT CUT THE RIGHT WAY 
595), French 12 (SMS 543), His- 
tory 12 (SMS 655), Mathematics 
12 (SMS 587), Physics 12 (SMS 
565); Total qualifying SMS of 
1958. 
Sarah Deleeuw - -Eng l i sh  12 
(SMS 705), English Literature 12 
(SMS 545), History 12 (SMS 
526); Total qualifying SM S of 
i776. 
Bao Lanh Diep - -  Chemistry 12 
(SMS 518), English 12 (SMS 
563), French 12 (SMS 633); Total 
qualifying SMS of 1714. 
Jason Krause - -B io logy  12 
(SMS 662), Chemistry 12 (SMS 
654), English 12 (SMS 634), 
French 12 (SMS 512, Geology 12 
(SMS 712), Mathematics 12(SMS 
607), Physics 12 (SMS 575); Total 
qualifying SMS of 2028. 
Scott Loptson - -  Biology 12 
(SMS 613), Chemistry 12 (SMS 
725), English 12 (SMS 638), 
Geography 12 (SMS 756), Mathe- 
matics 12 (SMS 704), Physics 12 
(SMS 676); Total qualifying SMS 
of 2185. 
Stacee Martin - -  Chemistry 12 
(SMS 580), English 12 (SMS 
638), Geography 12 (SMS 618); 
Total qualifying SMS of 1836. 
Shelley O'Brien --  Biology 12 
(SMS 544), Chemistry 12 (SMS 
539), English 12 (SMS 685), 
qualifying SMS of 1810. 
Kannin Osei-Tutu m Biology 
12 (SMS 561), Chemistry 12 
(SMS 488), English 12 (SMS 
583), English Literature 12 (SMS ~ 
558); Total qualifying SMS of 
1702, 
David Shepherd .-, Biology 12 
(SMS 629), Chemistry 12 (SMS 
679), English 12 (SMS 595), 
Mathematics 12 (SMS 664), 
physics 12 (SMS 658); Total qual- 
ifying SMS of 2001. 
Alison Siemens .-- Biology 12 
(SMS 505),Chemistry 12 (SMS 
635), Mathematics 12 (SMS 587); 
Total qualifying SMS of 1727. 
James Stein - -  Algebra 12 (SMS 
547), Biology 12 (SMS 526), 
Chemistry 12 (SMS 667), English 
12 (SMS 488), Geology 12 (SMS 
595), History 12 (SMS 582), 
Physics 12 (SMS 556); Total qual- 
ifying SMS of 1844. 
Dave Wolfe - -  Algebra 12 (SMS 
644), Chemistry 12 (SMS 687), 
English 12 (SMS 561), History 12 
(SMS 510), Physics 12 (SMS 
644); Total qualifying SMS of 
1975. 
School District 88 trustees pre- 
sented the students m or their del- 
egates m with framed certificates 
at the monthly board meeting on 
Oct. 8. 
TO OUR SPECIAL V )LUNTEERS: 
For your hard work 
and dedication, we say.., z~,s  yo~r omzs 
A GREAT BIG ~ a~,s"  t 
THANK YOU! #zm=. 
2-  
FAIRNESS - 
PARTICIPATION 
. •i • • 
,L 
BUILDING our FUTURE 
TOGETHER 
VOTE NEW DEMOCRAT 
Vote  f i ab l  , . . . . .  : Helmut Giesbrecht and his or Susta n . . e ..... ~ family have lived right here in 
J b -. , Skeena for 24 years. 
Lasting o s As a parent and as a teacher, 
Jobs our children can count on  • Helmut wants to make sure 
on Oct. 17th. our chi ldren get a good 
• " E L E C T  ~= ~ q" ' "~"u" t ' ° " "  ~ That's why Helmut and the New 
U~|r~lz  Democrats will make sure 
t G iesbrecht  ther~s enough ~oney for I I 1~111 I t J I  
schools. 
Helmut cares about  our  
env i ronment  that means 
solutions for hazardous• wastes 
and support for recycling - that 
means protecting our world- 
famous recreational values and 
rebuilding healthy steelhead 
runs. 
Helmut and the New 
Democrats  will make sure 
that we get more employment 
and TheNewDemocrats • :  Helmut cares about  our " ' 
Your children will be glad you d id  :~°tmmb::::;;;tSabY tY ; :o~b;  
children's future - and that 
value added manufacturing right means providing secure jobs 
and a good quality of life in our ...__.~-) j~  _ here in Skeena. 
communities. 
g ~  Paid for by Skeena New Democrats 
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Betty Nielsen of Tsunami Mushroom Co. Ltd. has set up shop 
(pine mushroom buying, that is) in her van at the intersection 
of highways 16 and 37. Last week, as the mushrooms were 
"just beginning to bloom", Betty was visited by a film crew 
from Japanese National Television. The crew was touring the 
northwest to film the picking, buying and shipping of pine 
mushrooms, being exported to Japan. 
The . . . .  a f te r  morning . . .  
and the 1824 mornings 
after that. 
Your choice on October 17th will make 
all the difference in the world. 
Support Dave Parker...and keep Skeena 
strong. 
L 
Paid for by The Committee To Re-Elect Dave Parker 
l 
Reading 
place 
a busy 
place 
Contributed 
Project Literacy Terrace held il 
annual general meeting Oct. 1. ] 
a report by the president, the sm 
cess of the program was higl 
lighted. 
Sincethe Reading Centre open( 
five months ago under the leade 
ship of Nat Purcell, 14 people hw 
begun work as volunteer tutol 
ESL (English as a Second La 
guage) classes are currently ru 
ping, and a Language in the We 
Place grant has been approve 
With that, two temporary work( 
carried out a needs assessment 
local employers. The results 
now being compiled. 
The results of the program c 
be seen in this statement from o 
person who has made use of 1 
Reading Place: "I took my son 
breakfast and was actually able 
read the menu!" 
The third tutor training sessior 
scheduled to begin Jan. 16 at 1 
Reading Place. For more infom 
tion about this or any other 1 
coming events, call 635-9119. 
Nat is working to find n 
funding sources to ensure 
Centre stays open after the curt 
funding expires in March 19 
Membership fees in Project Lit 
acy have been set at $2 for i~ 
viduals, and $25 for corporatio 
institutions and pups .  '] 
receipls will be issued for.do 
tions $10 or over. 
The next monthly meeting 
Project Literacy Terrace will 
Nov. 5, 7 p.m. at the Read 
Place. ~,  ~ 
COMING EVENTS 
Our Coming Events column isa public service offered by the Terrace 
Revlew.Oeadline is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be mailed in 
or dropped off at our office, 4535 Grelg Avenue, typed or in legible 
writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available from 
the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of Apsley Street 
and Lakelse Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m., or phone 638-1518 
for a taped message or further information. 
October 5 to 26 - -  The Terrace Art Association presents Don Weir in a 
one-man show at the Terrace Art Gallery. Let Den's oil paintings lead you 
into the fall weather with a flurry of coloud 
Until December 14-  Interested in improving your English? Join an 
Advanced English as a Second Language class meeting at the Reading 
Place (next to the Tillicum Twin Theatres). For more information, call 635: 
9119. 
Wednesday, Oct. 16 -  Homebased Business regular monthly meeting, 12 
noon to 1:30 p.m., Gim's Restaurant. All newcomers welcome. Phone 635- 
9415 for further information. 
October 16 and 17 - -  Pre-school story time at the Terrace Public Library 
will be held Wednesdays at 10:30 a.m. and Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. begin- 
ning Oct. 16 and 17. Sessions last about 45 minutes and include picture 
books, fingerplays and puppets. There is no charge, but please register in 
advance - -  638-8177. 
October 16 to 20 m You're invited to attend the annual missions confer- 
ence of the Terrace Alliance Church, 4923 Agar Ave.: Wed., 6:45 p.m., 
Kids' Konference with Janice Anderson; Thurs. and Fri., 7:15 p.m., Darryl 
Wright and Janice Anderson will be sharing and showing slides; Sun., 
Darryl Wright will be sharing at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. 
Oct. 18 to Nov. 15 --"Tales for Twos" at the Terrace Public Library will be 
held Fridays at 10:30 a.m. from Oct. 18 to Nov. 15. This is a special half- 
hour story time for two-year-olds and parents together. There is no charge, 
but please register in advance w 638-8177. 
October 19 and 20 - -  Dr. J. Kuch, Podiatrist (foot specialist) will be holding 
a clinic at Mills Memorial Hospital. For an appointment, call your doctor or 
635-8952. 
Monday, Oct. 21 - -  The regular monthly meeting of the Mills Memorial 
Hospital Auxiliary will be held in the board room at Mills Memorial Hospital 
at 8:15 p.m. All members are urged to attend. New members are welcome. 
Tuesday, Oct. 22 - -  A one-day refresher for insulin dependent diabetics 
will be held at Mills Memorial Hospital. A doctor's referral is required for the 
Clinics. Phone Joan Marr, Dietitian, at 638-4050 for further information; 
Thursday, Oct. 24 - -  The public is cordially invited to come and browse. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre (2510 S. Eby) is hosting a Pro- 
Christmas Sale from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Child oriented books, toys, clothing 
and gift baskets will be on display. Beat the Christmas rush and order now. 
Thursday, Oct. 24 - -  Annual general meeting of the Terrace Water Polo ] 
Assoc. at 8 p.m. in the swimming pool meeting room. All members and 
interested persons are urged to attend. Phone John Dando at 635-5637 for 
further information. 
Oct. 24 and Nov. 28 - -  Creative Parenting, a support and ski,building 
group for parents, meets at 8 p.m. at 4506 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. We want 
to find a way to live with our children so that we can feel good about our- 
selves and help them feel good about themselves. When children feel right, " 
they'll behave right. For more information, call Kelly at 636-0717. 
Friday, Oct. 25 - -  Literacy B.C. is holding a Public Awareness Day at the 
Reading Place in the Tillicum Theatre building. 
October 25 and 26 m Shames Mountain Ski Club has planned a "SKI 
SWAP". Items will be received from 7 to 9 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 25 (and 
Saturday from 10 a.m. until 12 noon). Sale will be from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. 
on Saturday, Oct. 26. The Swap will be held at the Terrace Arena banquet 
room. Call Mike Zylicz at 638-1698 for further information. 
Saturday, Oct. 26 - -  Northwest Development Education Assoc. is holding 
their annual general meeting at 2 p.m. at Northwest Community college, 
room 208. Shannon Mark will give a slide presentation of her recent trip to 
China. Come and see the slide show, elect directors for the year, and meet 
our new coordinator. Everyone welcome. Phone 638-8393 for more infor- 
mation. 
Monday, Oct. 28 - -  Support Group meeting for persons suffering from 
M.E~ (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), also known as D.F.I.D.S. (Chronic 
Fatigue and Immune Dysfunction Syndrome), at 7:30 p.m. in the downstairs 
meeting room of the Terrace Public Library. Please contact Kathleen 
Talstra at 635-2718 for more information. 
Oct. 28, 30 and Nov. 4 - -  Terrace Little Theatre will hold auditions at the 
McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum St., for their January production of The 
Norman Conquests' Living Together. Actors and interested helpers, old and 
new, are encouraged to attend. 
Tuesday, Oct. 29 - -  Canadian Foundation for Ileitis & Colitis inaugural 
education meeting at 7:30 p.m., room 121, Prince George Regional 
Hospital. Please plan to attend. Bring a friend, spouse or family. Hear the 
latest information about Crohn's & Ulcerative Colitis. 
Oct. 29 and ~lov. 5 ~ Day clinics for non-insulin dependent diabetics. A 
doctor's referral is required for the clinics. For further information, contact 
Mills Memorial Hospital Dietitian Joan Marr at 638-4050. 
Thursday, Oct. 31 - -  Terrace Ministerial Assoc. "Treat the Food Bank" 
from 6 to 9 p.m. Be On the lookout for Terrace youth wearing badges and 
asking you to donate some non-perishable food for our Food Bank. Please 
give generously. Contact Cliff Slebert at 635-2434 or Doug Ginn at 
635-7727. 
Tuesday, Nov. 5 m Project Literacy's monthly meeting at 7 p.m. in the 
Tillicum Theatre building. New members, learners or tutors welcome. 
i"! 
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LABOUR- UNDEHL  Y CARPET 
Fashion Dream Plush Saxony 
En vogue Plush Saxony 
Stardom Plush Saxony 
Top Brass Sculpture 
TahiU Twist Trackless 
Key Largo Berber 
$30.95 
$24.95 
$29.95 
$24.95 
,$30.95 
$20.95 
Stainless 
Stainless 
Stainmaster 
Stainless 
Stainmaster 
Stainless 
SALE RUNS 
OCT, 15/91 
THROUGH 
DEC. 15/91 ~HARDING 
~iili ~! ~~iilij i ~:I ~ i!  
~J Armstrong Candide $21.95 
~ Armstrong Prevail $15.95 
I1 Domco Lino 10% Off 
BLUE sT  LOORING 
• i 
Fax 638-8833 
CONTRACT FLOORING 
DIVISION OF BLUE STAR 
4550 GREIG- 638-8881 
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CHURCH DIRECTORY 
" I fa  ma. think himself to 
be something, when he is 
nothing, he deceiveth im- 
self." 
Galat ians  6 :3  
rS~icred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: 
Saturday: 7 30p.m. 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 
Pastor: 
Fr. Allan F.Noonan 
O.M.I. 
635-2313 
St, Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: Priest in Charge: 
10:00 a.m. Rev. Eugene Miller 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. . 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635 9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Morning Worship - 11:30 a.m. 
Sunday School : 10:15 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace S eventh-Doy Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday: 9:30 a.rn. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday.:.11:00 a.m. 
3306 Griffiths 
Pastor: 
Ole Unruh - 635-7313 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m 
635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: Pastor! ; - 
(for all ages) 9:45 a.m. W.E. Glasspell 
Sunday Services: Prayer Meeting: 
11 :dO a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 635-5115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowshi0 
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays: Pastor: 
Mid-Week Services Mike Rosenau 
and Bible Study: 7:30 p.m. 638-1270 
3222 Munroe Street 638-8384 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Elizabeth 
10:30 a.m. Starkey 
Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Pastor: 
John Caplin 
Associate Pastor: 
Cliff Siebert 
635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: 9:30 a.m. Sr.Pastor: 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.m. Jake Thiessen 
Evening Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. Ass't Pastor: 
All are Cordially Invited Doug Ginn 
4923 Agar Ave. 635-7725 635-7727 
Christbn Reformed Churfh 
Sunday Services: Pastor: 
10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Sluys-635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladies Bible Study 
September - May, 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.. 
3602 Sparks 635-7207 
THE BIG TW0-FIVE, Students at Centennial Christian School in Terrace celebrated their 
school's 25th anniversary recently by forming a giant numeral on the school grounds. 
Although the school has been in operation for a quarter of a century, it was conducted in the 
Refo_.__[m_ed. C__hur___ch unti._.~l the sch..__oo_l building wen_.~t u_pp tw_.oo years ago. 
Alliance missionaries- io speak 
on life in Peru, Philippines 
" i I 
DARRYL WRIGHT JANICE ANDERSON 
Missionaries who have worked in Peru and 
the Philippines are conducting four days of 
lectures, slides shows and conferences 
starting today at Terrace's Alliance Church. 
Darryl Wright and his wife Michelle have 
been Christian and Missionary Alliance 
workers in politically unstable and 
economcially chaotic Peru for the past two 
years. Darryl Wright describes Peru as "a 
country of natural wealth but spiritually 
destitute". He will hold a "Kid's Konference" 
at the church tonight, conduct slides shows 
in conjunction with Janice Anderson 
tomorrow and Friday evenings, and hold 
sharing sessions Sunday morning and 
evening. 
Janice Anderson has four years experience 
• as a missionary in the Philippines. She 
established a small but successful 
evangelical church in Cebu City. 
X I 
October 10 John Braam, Terrace 
i i  
Marjorie Lindsay, Terrace October 11 
| 
October 12 
i i 
October 13 
October 14 
October 15 
October 16 
i i i  
Cathie Frezell, Terrace 
G. Townsend, Terrace 
Sherri Kustas, Terrace 
Eleanor Saner, Terrace 
Earl Ellis, Terrace 
i::i,!:i:i:i:i:i:i:::i:?i:i:i:!:i:!:i:!:::i: 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$50 
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Women. in 
trades to 
be sub!ect 
of sem,nar 
Elections 
British Colur 
Contributed by 
Charlynn Toews 
"It 's an opportun i ty  to meet  
women who have taken control of 
their lives, who have had the cour- 
age to go into non-traditional 
fields and to succeed," Dr. Nonna 
Kerby says Of the one.day semi- 
nar, Women in the Workforce: 
Non-traditional Career Opportuni- 
ties, to be held Ffiday,~ Oct. 18 at 
the Women's Centre (4542 Park 
Avenue) in Terrace. 
As part of the Women's Re-Entry 
Project, this introduction to trades 
and technology highlights the 
experiences of local women cur- 
rently working in areas including 
forestry, transportation, communi- 
cations, and other non-traditional 
jobs. "They are opening the door 
tO these fields for other women, 
showing that it is feasible," Dr. 
Kerby says. 
The seminar starts at 9:30, with 
Dr. Kerby Providing an overview 
of non-technical, technical, and 
university career fields, and allow- 
ing time for the tmlicipants to dis. 
cuss issues with other women who 
have juggled family responsibili- 
ties and non-traditional jobs. 
The afwamoon session will focus 
on the specifics of non-traditional 
training and employment, looking 
particularly at skilled trades and 
high technology opportunities in
the Terrace area. The seminar will 
conclude with information and 
registration for a new 18-week 
program starting Oct. 28, explor- 
ing trades and technology for 
women returning to the workforce. 
"The number of women working 
in non-traditional fields is increas- 
ing - -  it's becoming almost com- 
mon," Dr. Kerby says. 
3 
1 
For more information, contact 
Charlynn Toews, coordinator, 
Women's Re-Entry Project, at 
638-0994. 
Watch for this 'WHERE TO VOTE' card. 
F l l l t lO l~ I~I I IK IOI  . - ; . .  
, .  
U m  
IlIA 
ITO ~ It IIl|~lliillill l i l i l l  I I ~  . I 
m m  
I I I I  ¢ 6(11 
~ ]Election Day. 
October 17, 1991. 
['~ X odng Hours. 2 
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Pacific Time 
registered voters willget this card in the mail 
ou do not get this card and think you should 
,e, contact your Registrar of Voters. 
Where to Vote Card. 
J 
This card tells you where to vote. Take it 
with you when you go to vote. : • 
$ ~ ~.., y- 
How to Vote. 
I Candidate l X I '~  
You must remember two things: 
• Choose only ohe candidate 
• Mark the ballot with an X 
' : "> i  
, "  . . .  
For more 
informat 
Contact :  Returning 
SKEENA 
4639 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace 
~8.1297 
R 
egistrar of Voters 
)1-3220 Eby St., 
' " " •Terrace 
638-3200 
i.800.663'8688 ,
OR 
• Elections British Cc 
~ 1-800-742-8683 
• _ (Toll Free) 
, . - , - 
Remember: You cannot register:0n Election Day. 
Chief EleCtoral Officer 
• Province of 
British Columbia 
. "  . = ~ # , , "  
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Improve your outlook... 
...VIP SALE 
• NOW IS THE TIME TO BE RID OF THOSE UNSIGHTLY BIFOCAL LINES .... 
...THIS.WEEK A 15% SAVINGS ON VIP INVISIBLE MULT IFOCAt  LENSES! 
FULLY GUARANTEED! If you are not suited to the VIP lenses 
we will replace them with your choice of multifocal design! 
Thinking Invisible? ' ' " ,k ' ~ .000-"  00  
• _Think Benson Optical... 
The Optical Pros! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  : 
Benson Optical Laboratories Ltd, 
4~08 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, ,  VSG 4C3 
(604) 638.0341 
+I  
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I Looking back.i:. 
+'  Complied bY Diana Engll;h 
'.:': : fTe~c¢ "~refighters ;:+ Fife .Safety."!! a~t he:new Skeena Cellulose mill, 
~:-" +: Hotee p~rbject waS made:.fr0iri the" and tile use of Prince George con- 
North West Real Estate Board. tractors instead of ones from Ter- 
revenue it offers, be within walk- Other community support was race. 
ing distance of community facil- received from businesses donating 
| 
ernment offices and banks as Well 
as on buses and in places of public 
assembly. Taxicabs would be joint 
preference between driver and 
passenger and restaurants and 
~i ONE YEAR AGO THIS 
WEEK... 
,..To many bench area residents it  
.appeared that a new neighbour, 
Roba Holdings, was attempting to
:c lear  cut an 80-acre plot on the 
northeast corner of Thomas Street 
and Dairy Avenue. The residents 
said they were concerned mostly 
because they did not know the 
purpose behind the logging, 
whether it was a sub-division, 
correctional centre or "stump 
• I! + farm. The city advised they were 
not able to do anything about he 
..... logging, but were writing a letter 
to the owner. 
The  coroner's inquiry into the 
i drowning death of Joey Parsons 
• had been completed a few weeks 
• previous, and city council was 
i deciding what to do with the rec- 
ommendations. Council said they 
would be meeting with the Minis- 
try of Environment to determine 
the jurisdiction of watercourses 
, within the city. They would also 
+ be looking into the recommenda- 
tion to implement the 911 emerg- 
ency number in this area. 
Also in council news, the city 
decided they would consider a 
recommendation to seek local 
representation any land claims 
negotiations that might affect Tcr- 
. race economically. Council felt 
that talks had been going on for 
years, but they had no idea what 
was happening. It was suggested 
• that incidents uch as the Mohawk 
blockade at Oka could have been 
prevented had that city been more 
aware of the federal talks. 
TWO YEARS AGO THIS 
WEEK, . .  
A proposed by-law regulating 
Sunday shopping was ready to go 
back to council tor final discussion 
and a decision. The by-law would 
see stores closing at noon instead 
of 5.'00. At a finance committee 
meeting a representative from the 
property managers of the Skeena 
Mall had submitted that Terrace 
was an important regional centre 
serving a large northwest popula- 
• lion, and that Sunday shopping 
L 
would have only positive conomic 
effects. He'unsuccessfully urged 
the committee torecommend Sun- 
day shopping not be regulated. 
" !B.C. m euildLngs Corporation was 
• given :the gO ahead to begin a 
,study ..to. find. a new location for 
+ the .cohrectional centre. However, 
• . . . . . .  
even before any recommendations 
could be forwarded, a group of 
concerned residents from the col- 
. ,lege area were on hand at the 
. council meeting to get answers to 
-+Yumoum the centre would be 
located in that area. Some of the 
tmidents concerns were with the 
noise, lraffic and smoke created by 
HS filewood cutting operation, but 
not  so much for fear of the 
:hamltes. They wore also worded 
• HUt  property values diving. 
+ ~ i l  was expressed understand- 
S :  of. their concerns, but also 
advised that no one area was being 
f0c~ on in the search for a 
~ l iona i  centre sight. They also 
jd'that having the centre within 
city bo~es  would be a priority 
in o~er to take advantage of the 
ities and services and close to the 
R.C.M.P. office. Council advised 
that when they could see the 
B.C.B.C study and list they would 
be prepared to make a decision. 
THREE YEARS AGO THIS 
WEEK, , ,  
The first major donation to the 
supplies and the Northwest Com= 
munity College trades program 
volunteering labour to build it. 
The Northwest Loggers Associ- 
ation advised that 33 out of 34 
Terrace logging contractors were 
not working and the situation was 
considered very serious. The rea- 
sons cited were a backlog of wood 
FOUR YEARS AGO THIS 
WEEK. . .  
The first draft of a No Smoking 
By-law was approved almost un- 
animously by Terrace city council. 
The by-law would see smoking 
being banned in all elevators, 
escalators and inside stairways in 
public areas of retail stores, gee- 
service establishments would be 
required to determine whether they 
would be smoking only, have 
smoking and non-smoking sections 
or be completely non-smoking, 
with a sign advertising their desig- 
nation. Other aspects of the by-law 
covered hospitals, health clinics, 
schools and other employers. 
? . '  
-!.+ 
20,000* JOBS 
WEI  CREATED 
B.C. LAST MONTH. .+  +~'~ . : :  . :~ .  . : '  
,000" JOBS WERE' 
 EATED IN ALl nF 
THE REST OF 
+ CANADA. 
,+  . , . 
[ 
. _ (++; • _-;  ' ,, 
. . . .  • - + 
. . 
reported by  Stat ist ics  Canada,  October  11 ,1991 ..... ..... ++-+ .: : 
Paid for by the B.C. Sochd Credit Party. 
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CLASSIF IED AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue,  
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All clsssifled and classified display, 
ads must I,e prepaid by either cash, 
Vies or M~stercard, except for as. 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CI,KSSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tin.day 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSI~'IED 
DISPLAY ADS 
p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepaytuent 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terns and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: It is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser re- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event that errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability inany 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
CLASSIFIED 
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~E KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY XECUTWE DIRECTOR 
The Ksan House Society is seeking a dynamic individual to 
guide in the delivery of its programming, The successful 
candidate should demonstrate the following qualities: 
(1) Previous managerial experience, some knowledge of 
labour relations. (2) Demonstrated experience in 
developing and administering program budgets. (3) 
Experience in the human services program delivery area 
involving formal training, experience or a combination of 
same. (4) A demonstrated commitment to helping others 
and familiarity with the effective use of volunteers. (5) 
Familiarity and/or experience in working with a board, fund- 
raising and proposal writing. -- 
Certain police records may prejudice appointment to this 
position. Drivers License and a suitable insured vehicle 
required. This position offers a highly competitive benefit 
package with a salary commenserant to education and 
experience. 
Please forward resumes to: Ks, an House Society, P.O. 
Box 587, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4B5. 
HYGIENIST or 
CERTIFIED DENTAL ASSISTANT 
required for local progressive dental office. 
Applicants please send resume to: 
DR. J.D. ZUCCHIAITTI OFFICE 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P9 
635-2552 
• ~ II11'I~I'm WJ¢I14 ¢AI~I IBMIB 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK 
Terrace Regional Health Care Society has a full-time position 
available immediately for an Accounts Payable Clerk. The 
salary will be in accordance with the H.E.U. collective 
agreement. 
Duties: Under the supervision of the Controller; reconciles 
the payroll bank account, matches, checks, batches, 
processes and inputs invoices for payment using a personal 
computer. Prepares accrual vouchers, verifies cash, prepares 
bank deposit, manual cheques, and performs other related 
duties as assigned. 
Qualifications: Grade 12, three years recent related 
experience or an equivalent combination of education, 
training, and experience. Ability to: type 50 w.p.m.; 
communicate effectively, both verbally and in writing; deal 
with others effectively; carry out the duties of the position; 
organize work; and operate related equipment. 
Please apply in writing to: 
Controller 
Terrace Regional Health Care Society 
4720 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
i Fax: 635-7639 
Upcoming expansion into the Locksmithing industry has 
provided an immediate opening for an 
APPRENTICE LOCKSMITH 
The successful individual must be responsible, exceptionally 
well-organized, and a good "people person". A good 
mechanical aptitude and a strong will to learn are required. 
Apply with resume to: 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. 
3238 Kalum StreeL 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 21t4 
Attn: Mr. Bruce Graydon 
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TOP GUNS 
Midas, the leading s~pec ia l i s t  in under/car service, exhausts, 
suapension, brakes and front end, is offering the opportunity of 
becoming a partner with a pmpeny committed to g .rowth in sales ~h: 
service. Midas has over 30 years experience ano expernse un 
automolive-afteflnarket industry. With over 2,000 shops in Canada and 
the U.S. 
As a Mida Franchise, you'll receive these benefits: 
• Formal training in management, sales and individual operators 
• On-going professional counselling . 
• Excellent advertising and sales promotion support 
• The Midas name, products & warranlies 
Prime opportunity In Terrace, B.C. 
(Plus Inquiries in other provinces) 
If you have existing automotive service 
business, you can convert it to MIDASt 
I I I  
For additional information regarding Midas, write or fax to: 
MIDAS CANADA INC. 
105 COMMANDER BLVD., AGINCOURT, ONTARIO, M1S 5X8 
ATTENTION; MICHAEL CLAENER 
Vice President Marketing Administration/Realty Development 
(416) 291-4261 FAX 291.0835 
Encmcm  sign 
Gardlenne Francophone pour 2 filles 
agees de 1 et 6 ans. Temps partiel. 
Prefer, chez moi. Plus d'info, signalez 
le 638-0687. 10/16p 
Save their 
eta for the 
ke of ALL 
of us. 
Salesperson needed. Sales experi- 
ence required. Make up to $600 per 
week. Send resumes to: Fire #92, c/o 
Terrace Review, 4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7. 10/23p 
~iI~,~I C,.~xLI 
~S,5-DUCK 
,, ¢/ (((( 
AGK TELECOMMUNICATIONS has 
an immediate opening for an 
ENTRY LEVEL TECHNICIAN 
The successful applicant will have a minimum 1 year 
registered Electronics program at a college level. 
Duties will include installation and testing of Radio Systems, 
Mobile Radio repairs, and general bench work. 
Apply with resume to: 
AGK TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
3974A Old Lakesle Lake Road 
Terrace, B.C. 
Attn: Mr. Glen Kathler 
IIII 
A large equipment dealer requires an 
EXPERIENCED SALES PERSON 
Must be self motivated and a self starter. 
Company has excellent fringe benefits. 
Please submit resume to: 
• File #91, 
c/o Terrace Review, 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
Electric hot water tank, 40 gallons -- 
$50. Phone 635-4810. tfnp 
I 
EXPERIENCED 
HAIRDRESSERS WANTED 
Jon's Halrstyllng requires 
one full.time and and one 
part-time hairdresser. Should 
be able to work with a mini- 
mum amount of supervision. 
Call 635-7737. 
I 
I 
Employment Opportunity 
with growing Delivery 
Business. Must have de- 
pendable vehicle. Will 
train and supply C.B. 
Driver must be very de- 
pendable and any age 
over 19. Phone 638-8398. 
1957 CHEVY BELAIR 
Brown and chrome. No rust, 
no bondo. Straight as a 
board. Excellent condition. 
Must sell before November. 
Open to offers. 
Call 638-1541 after 5 p.m, 
or 635-3392 (days) 
, ,  , II I 
L 
, I l l  
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e CLASSIFIED 
FOR SALE 
1976 Vanguard 11 ft. camper; 
self,contained, 2-way fridge, 
hot water, shower/furnace, 
Asking $3,000. 14 It. Smoker- 
craft aluminum boat with 20 
J hp out-board on Roadrunne 
Jtrailer. Asking $1,500. 
I Phone 638 1226. 
1977 Chrysler Cordoba, 85,000 kms., 
air conditioning, power locks, good 
running condition. Stereo not includ- 
ed. Going cheap. Phone 635-4310. 
10/16p 
1980 Ford Monarch, 6-cylinder, good 
running condition. Asking $1,300 
OBO. Phone 635-7671. 10/23p 
1986 black ski doo, Formula MX long 
track, has TRA clutch, tuned pipe, liq- 
uid cooled, oil injection, tunnel kit, wide 
skis, 10-gal. fuel tank, manual and 
cover. $4,300. Phone 632-3485 
evenings. 10/23p 
1975 Hyster model 1780 forklift, 
8,000-lb. capacity, duel wheels, Side 
chest with cab. Asking $5,000. Phone 
638-4611 or 638-4610. 10/16c 
1982 210 Discovery Champion 22-ft. 
boat; 228 hl~ inboard, power trim, 
stove, ice box, running water, stereo, 
VHF radio, depth sounder, swim grid. 
Asking $20,000. Phone 635-2367 
evenings. 10/30p 
FOR LEASE 
COMMERCIAL WAREHOUSE SPACE 
A 951 square foot unit with 14'x14' O.H. door, 
washroom, nalural gas heat. Locoted at Ihe corner 
of Kenney Sheet and Pohle Avenue. 
Call Dave McKeown 
635-7459 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, 
on-site manager. Spacious 
one bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
635-7957 
FOR RENT OF LEASE 
1100 sq. ft. office building 
with 2 bathrooms, natural 
gas heat and air condition- 
ing. Phone 635-2411 ask for 
John or Marilyn. 
FOR LEASE 
1850 sq. ft. suitable for 
office space at street 
level on 4644 Lazelle 
Avenue. 
Phone 635,3475 
LOST --  Large reward offered for any 
information leading to the recovery of 
two chain saws lost from the Lava 
Lake boat dock, or any information on 
missing camera equipment, etc., [rom 
two vans near the same location. 
Please phone 635-7525. 10116n0 
WILL THE PERSON who got the wrong 
purple raincoat off the rack at the Thomhill 
Community Centre Saturday night, Oct. 5, 
please phone Evelyn at 635-6626 or 
635-7274 so we can trade back. Yours is 
nice, but it doesn't fitl 10/16nc 
1 - Phase II 
Unit Available 
1170 sq. ft. upper 
unit with ensuite : 
bathroom 
• Contoch 
Twin River Estates 
at 
638-1518 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The hours 
for the Terrace Loan Cupboard are as fol- 
lows: 
Mondays from 9 to !1 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 s.m. to 12 noon 
The Cupboard is located in the Skeena 
Health Unit, 3412 Kalum Street. Emergen- 
cy inquiries can be made in between ser- 
vice hoursat the following numbers: 635- 
2122 or 635-7941. tfn 
Looking for persons who 
witnessed or assisted at 
the accident scene on 
August 10, 1991 at ap- 
proximately 4:00 a.m. on 
! 16 near -lighway Seeley 
Lake, involving a brown 
Ford pickup truck. Spec- 
ifically looking for per- 
sons who gave people 
involved a ride home. If 
you can ~ovide any in- 
formation please call: 
Cathie at 635-9111. 
(May call collect.) 
 IICBC 
Kalum Family Day Care has openings. 
Fenced yard, pets and toys. Ages newborn 
to 12 years. Full-time, part-time or drop-in 
available. Phone 638-8429 or 638-8398. 
ffnc 
Sears Craftsman 8 hp snowblower. 
Like new condition• Asking $875 
OBO, Phone 638-0240 evenings. 
10/16p 
1,100 sq.ft, four-bedroom house 
across from park and close to 
schools. Natural gas heat, wood 
stove. Asking $75,000. For more infor- 
mation, call 638-0202. 11/6p 
FOUR CUTE KI'rrENS to give away 
to a good home, three female, one 
male. Phone 635-6478. 10/16nc 
1983 GMC pickup, diesel, automatic 
transmission, PS, PB, good condition. 
Phone evenings, 638-8794. 10/16p 
1980 white Toyota pickup with 
canopy. Very well maintained, in 
excellent condition and low mileage. 
Asking $3,500 firm. Phone 635-3912. 
1116p 
FOR HORSES -- Boarding room for hors- 
es in box stalls. $125 per month including 
feed. Phone 635-5100 or 635-7310. 
11/6p 
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COUJMB~ 
/~IOYUKON 
GOMMUNnY 
NEWSPAPER8 
/~SOGIA11ON 227 
AUCTION 
UNRESERVED TRUCK 
AND EQUIPMENT AUC- 
TION. MONDAY, NOVEM- 
BER 18, 1991,9:A.M. 1986 
Cat 980C + 950B, Cat DGH 
+ D7F; (2) 53' Bddge Spans; 
Backhoes;SkJdmers; Grad- 
era; Mack T/A Auger Truck; 
(4) S/A Auger Trucks; (2) 
Ladder Trucks; TIA Tractors 
to 1989; Service & Ught 
Trucks to 1990; Trailers; 
Shop Tools, etc. For further 
Information or condgnments 
call (403) 269-6600, CPA - 
Indusb'lal Auctioneers. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
For Sale 1990 truck boxes. 
Phone Stave Marshall Mo- 
tors 287-9171, local 48. 
BUILDINQ SUPPLIES 
DOORSIWINDOWS! Intedor 
~ and exterior wood, metal and French doors, wood windows, 
Buy a | toWA, ROOORandWIN- 
DOW in Vancouver at 
b l a n k e t ~  I i  (604)266-1101. 
classified ad! BUSlNSSSOPPO~UNmES 
• ~g.~dassffied adwill appear in 105 COLOURFUL BUSINESS. 
Do you have a flair for ¢olour 
community newspapers throughout anddesign?DecoratlngDen, 
B.C. and the Yukon Canada's fastest growing In- 
tador Decorating Franchise 
• That glves you a potential Is expandlng in B.C. Training 
readership of 3.8 mllllon provlded. Lower Malnland 
525-8722, Provlndal 1-800- 
565.8722. 
THE ORIGINAL 
"JUICEWORKS' VENDING 
,Cost of. ad per thousand of potential" 
readers! 5 centsl 
Everyone is a potential customer- 
from a mail order business, to 
educational opporlunitiesto acreage 
tO large ticket Items (equipment~ 
machinery) 
Drop In TODAY tb: 
the rmwee J~,dew, 4S3S Grell Ave. 
Terrscet pboae 635-7840 
MACHINE. Earncash profits 
daily, vending fruit Juices. Old 
South, Dew Drop, McC~dns, 
Sunkist, Liptona. Investments 
from $14,995. Info 
,~a .  dawlde 1-800-465- 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BGYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNfflES 
Vancouver Island; Nanaimo: 
Ten station Beauty Salon, 
goodleasa,$54,900. Crofton: 
Grocery Stere, land, building, 
equipment and 
ters, $159,000. Icall 
Mng quar- 
Glofla 
Jennings at 758-8101. 
OppOowneDy•ic Real Estate Career rtunity. Na~nal Home r Marketing. B  your 
own boss. Training set-up 
and support. Pdme franchise 
locations available. Head 
Office, Kamloops. (604)374- 
6669. 
BAR-B-Q TAKEOUT. Food 
courtsor free standing. Great 
cost conlrols/trainingRnen¢- 
ing. Low Inventory. SERV- 
ICE COMPANY. Training/ 
ongolng support. ResJcomm. 
customers. No Iooationreq'd. 
Real $$$ maker. Vancouver 
" ' "  . 
SUCCESS Own a busi- 
ness that will become 'your' 
Cash Cowl NEV-R-SLIP 
SURFACES is offering 
dealerships in B.C. ~ Aita. 
$7500, invested will gross 
$12,500 first month. Details 
525-5516. 
BUSINESS PERSONI~.S 
Entrepreneurs. You have the 
questions. We have the an- 
swers. NGB & Asaodates, 
Box 134, 106-1656 Martin 
Drive, White Rod~ B.C., V4A 
6E7. Fax (604)774-2716. 
Vlsa accepted. 
EDUCATION 
Laid off, out of work? ~arn to 
manage an Aparlmant, Con- 
dominium Building, ManyJo~ 
available. Over 1,200 people 
throughout B.C. For 
detells call (604)681-5456. 
FOR SALE MISC 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: 
966C Loaders, Bucket or 
Grapple, Trucks and Low- 
beds, Paving Equlpment, 
Service Trucks, D-6 Cats, 
Excavators, 410 John Deero 
Backhoes, Champion 740 
Grader, John Deere 670A 
Grader complete with snow 
wings, Water Trucks, 966C 
16 yd. Chip Bucket and sev- 
end more pieces not listed. 
Call Vio Kampe, (604)493- 
6791 days, (604)493-7742 
evenings. 
FAMOUS VALLEY COM- 
FORT. Add.on or Combino- 
lion Wood-Bectrio Fumaoas 
and Heaters. Contact your 
local dealer or Valley Com- 
fort Systems Inc., 1290 Com- 
mercial Way, Pen~tcn, B.C., 
V2A 31-15. 
NORITAKE SALEI Terrific dis- 
counts on current pattemsl 
Delivered well-packed, In- 
sured. For pdce list on your 
Nodtake pattem- Alexande~s, 
• The Nodtake Experts', To- 
ronto, toll-free 1-800-263- 
5896. 
UmI~KI Wholesaio Offar-Spe, 
cfal purchase. Complete 4 
satelllta system wlth/CKU re- 
ceiver and ~,d~:l~..~ r $1,955. 
5, $2,195. 2 wlth/CKU re- 
ceiver $699. 3', $892. 18% 
$683. (403)382,5168. 
SUPPORT B.C. COTTAGE 
INDUSTRIES. Unlque 
handicafta vailebie for Chdst- 
mas giving. For coiour bro- 
chure please sand one .40 
stamp to Thimbiebeny, Box 
HELP WMClT=D 
CRUISE LINE EMPLOY- 
MENT PACKAGE. Types of 
JobeMow to get those Jo_l~/ 
North knedca Contact 131- 
rec~rylMorel For details call: 
(~_pss-sssg. 
HELP WANTED 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condomlnlum 
bulldlng. Many Jobs avall- 
able. Government llcensod 
home study certification 
course. Call for detalls: 
(604)681-5456 or 1-800-665- 
8339. 
MAKE A FORTUNE making 
others happy. The ultimate 
fuodraising tool is creating 
hundreds of new 
oppportunities with Incredibly 
high Incomes. Urgently needs 
sales people. 1-800-263- 
1900. 
VANCOUVER ISLAND GRO- 
CER REQUIRES PRODUCE 
DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT. 
We have an Immedlata open- 
Ing In our produce depart- 
ment for an energetlc person 
with expedence. The suc- 
cessful applicant wlll be re- 
wardedwith anexcellent stert- 
ing wage and a ¢omprehon- 
employee benefit pack- 
age. Please forward your 
resume to:Quality Foods, BOx 
1120, QualioumBOsch, B.C., 
4VOR72T0 or Fax to (604)248- 
LENGE: Uving and woddng 
on an agricultural entarpdsa 
in Europe or Down Under. 
Persons aged 18-30 can con- 
tact the International Agricul- 
fund Exchange AssochtJon, 
1501-17 Ave. S,W., Calgary, 
AB, T2T 0E2. 
CHIEF ADMIN. OFFICER re- 
quirsd a.s.a.p. W small VIL- 
LAGE 100 miles north of 
WHITEHOP, SE. Must have 
municipal ~aining a experl- 
once. ~Salary In Ifle $40,000 
range. Housing available. 
Please apply Immedlately to: 
Mayor & Council, Vlllage of 
Carmacl~, Yukon, Y0B 1C0. 
FAX (403)863-6606. 
5 for25 
$1 
$3.70 each additional word 
UVESlrOCK 
ALPACAS: Rare, calm, Intel- 
Iigent~ beautiful. Mind bog- 
gllng mtums for farmers/In- 
vastorsl Best yet to cornel 
Small investmenL Free video 
tape-  Alpaca breading. 
1(403)434-2352, leave rues- 
sage. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
8 O O ~ 1  or- 
dec. Computer Book,Search. 
Send wants speci~ or gen- 
eral. Quotes sent. David 
Uonas Books, 4720 Eales 
Rd., VIc~ode, B.C., V9B 5B4. 
478-6211. 
PERS(~IALS 
Watson Lake School Reun- 
ion. Where are our Alumni 
and Staff from '52 til now? Let 
us knowl Soonl Wdts '92 
Committee, Box 690 Watson 
Lake, Yukon, Y0A 1C0, 
(403)536-2392. 
REAL ESTATE 
P R O P ~  SOLD 
forunpald taxes. Crownland 
availability. For information 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Sin. F, 
Ottawa, Ontario, K2C 3 J I~ 
SERVICE8 
MaJorlCBCsnd InJurydaims. 
Joel A. Wener frlel lawym/ 
22 years. Call collect. 
(604)736-5500. Con tklgency 
fee, a aveflable, Injured in B.C. 
only. 
11RL~VEL 
AUSTRA~W ZEA- 
LAND. Call ~ South Pacll~ 
8padallst, ANZA Travel. Van- 
couver/Auckland, return from 
$1,069 to $1,579. Vancou- 
ver/Sydney, return from 
$I,189to $1,699. Vancouver 
call: 734-7725. Toll-flee I.  
800-972-6929. 
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NIRVANA 
METAPHYSICS 
CENTRE 
Now taking registration for 
courses starting Oct. 28. 
Pro-register. 
3611 Cottonwood 
635-T/76 
PATRIClO --  Artur Furtado,'age 64 
years, in Kitimat, B.C. on Sept. 23, 
1991. Funeral services were from 
Christ the King Catholic Church in Kiti- 
mat on Friday, Sept. 27 at 2 p.m. Inter- 
ment followed in the Kitimat Cemetery." 
DE SILVEIRA - -  Angelina Da Conce- 
icao, age 83 years, in Kitimat, B.C. on 
Sept. 23, 1991. Funeral services were 
from Christ the King (~atholic Church in 
Kitimat on Thursday, Sept. 26 at 2 p.m. 
Interment followed in the Kitimat Munic- 
ipal Cemetery. 
BERRY - -  Santosh, age 62 years, in 
Terrace, B.C. on Sept. 22, 1991.. 
Funeral services were from MacKay's 
Funeral Chapel on Wendesday, Sept. 
25 at 11 a.m. Cremation took place 
from the Terrace Crematorium. 
FISHER --  Jean Teresa, age 63 
years, in Terrace, B.C. on Sept. 29, 
1991. Funeral services were from 
MacKay's Funeral Chapel on Friday, 
Oct. 4 at 2 p.m. Interment followed in 
the Terrace Municipal Cemetery. 
SIMS --  Paula Rosalie (Rita), age 73 
years, in Terrace, B.C. on Oct. 4, 
.!991. Funeral services were from the 
Sacred Heart Catholic Chu'ch on 
Wednesday, Oct. 9 at 1:30 p.m. Inter- 
ment followed in the Terrace Munici- 
pal Cemetery. 
MacKay's Funeral Services Ltd. 
were responsible for the arrange- 
ments of the above. 
your image 
Brorup 
Graphics 
call Marianne at 
635-2942 
Wanted -- Roommate to share basement 
suite. $235 pe r month. Phone 635-4994 
after 6 p.m. 10/16p 
i i i i i 
With this space you 
could have already sold_ 
that car, 
If you're reading this 
now, you can bet the rest 
of the Terrace Revlew'a 
5,600 readers are too. 
Clamdfled Ads work, 
H i i i 
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Continued from page 5 
.... Giesbrecht said it was a piece of city's bid to host the B.C. Win- 
' politically-motivated legislation ter Games. He appeared taken 
designed to "pick a fight with aback by the questions, saying, 
teachers and trustees". "Somebody's wrong." He said he 
Parker said the widely-publi- voted in favour of the land ac- 
cized Social Credit projections quisition that secured the Ter-  f'BerlyLy Po  ' ; ' h ~  °f what NDP prOgrams wOuld raceview site fOr the city' and 
cost ~ $15 billion more than although he voted against the 
• ve nn  ole Monte revenue over five years - -  were winter games bid the first time it 
1966 1989 U calculated by Finance Minister was proposed he supported the 
We mourn for her in silence John Janzten and other account- later and successful bid in 1986. 
ants. Giesbrecht called the num- Giesbrecht also responded in 
No eyes can see us weep. . . . .  bern "garbage", noting that the his closing remarks to a query 
But many a silent ear is shed . i ~ calculations were made by "the about his reasons for opposing 
While others are asleep. same people that for the past the Kemano Completion Project 
There's ad but sweet remembrance four years have cooked the while he was on council. He said 
There's a memory fond and true; province's books with things like at that time the project was 
There's a taken of my love, dear daughter the BS (Budget Stabilization) considerably wider in scope than 
~ndaiear tachest i l l fo ryou,  Tere~= fund,, the one that was eventually 
• Love Dad, Rob, Denine ~ Another question regarding approved. He voted against it, he 
Tracyand NDP fiscal policy highlighted said, because it required further 
the difference in attitude research into environmental 
between Parker and Giesbrecht. impact, including effects on the 
When asked where the NDP Skeena River. 
would get money for its prom- 
ised programs, Gicsbrccht cited Hydroelectric megaprojects 
savings from reduction of money were on Juanita Hatton's mind 
wasted in government operations during her closing remarks. She 
QFFER TO ~ ~ ~ and an increase in corporate said she is opposed to any fur- 
Offers must ~ received on "O.T.P. #998" by the PurchaSi;rngbeCrO~151~, ' taxes. As an exampie of what he thor such developments, and 
4234 Glanford Avenue, Victoria, B.C., V8V 1X4, facsimile 
telephone number 356-8326, not later than 2:00 p.m. October 25, 1991.  perceived as foregone revenue, suggested that the audience ask 
1981 Plymouth Carvelle, 1984 Ford pickup, 1980 GMC 3/4 T pickup, Gicsbrccht noted that Doman itself how people wil l  be 
1985 Chev Suburban pickup, 1984 GMC crewcab 3/4 T pickup, 1979 Industries, a prominent forest employed by Kcmano Comple-. 
Chev Mallbu, 1979 Chev Van w/Warwick van life attached company, made a $63 mill ion tion when the construction phase 
located at: I & C Entamrises Ltd. 4411 North Sparks, Terrace, B.C. contact: 
Mr. Pat Begga, telephone 635-2293. profit last year but paid nothing is finished. 
'1977 Ford 1 T w/dump box, 1985 Chev 4x4 Ext, Cab w/canopy, 1985 in taxes. " I f  a person making Parker closed by saying all the 
GMC Suburban 4x4 w/natural gas conversion located at: British Columbia Buildings Corp. 4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, $12,000 year pays taxes, why NDP's spending priorities wi l l  
B.C. contact: Marj Janes/Darryl Hanson, telephoneS35-3221 not a profitable corporation?" require tax dollars that can be 
1978 Ford Flatdeck 4WHDR cab & chassis, 1981 IHC Flatdeck 2WHDR Parker, however, said Doman collected only i f  the economy is 
cab & chassis, 1972 Bombardier Snowmobile w/dozer blade attached has already put money into the functional. He spoke in favour 
located at: Professional Sauces, 4837 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. contact: provincial economy, employs of what he termed "responsible 
Clayton TomBs, telephone 638-3592 ' numerous people, and is invest- deve lopment"  citing as 
Located 'as is where is" as shown above, Terrace, B.CI 
For further information and copies of "Conditions of Sale" please contact site ing in capital projects and poilu: examples the proposed Orcnda 
contacts hown above, tion control technology, pulp and paper project and the 
• Giesbrecht was also asked why proposed Kitimat port develop- 
No guarantees or'warranties are expressed or implied ~d all bidders must 
satisfy themselves as to the type, kind, and/or condition 9t venicle aovems~ during the time he was on Tar- mont. "You have to have vision, 
and the successful bidder(s) will be responsible for the removal or sucn race city council he voted an eye on the horizon, plan 
vehicle. The successful bidder will be required to have the vehicle removed 
from the site within 10 days commencing from the date of acceptance of the against both the establishment of ahead to have an economic 
offer. Tcrraceview Lodge and the engine." 
i 
The highest •or any offer will not necessarily be accepted, but the bearer of 
theapplicable.SUCceSsful bidwill be required to pay 6% S.S. tax ;and 7% G.S.T. if ~ IMPROVING Maule Park 
The successful bidder must make full payment within 10 days of notification YOUR ODDS #209-4526 Park  • Ave., 
of acceptance of his/her offer. 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA AGAINST Terrace, ]B .C .  
MINISTRY OF WOMEN'S PROGRAMS 
AND GOVERNMENT SeRVICeS CANADA'S VSG lVl  
AND MINISTER RESPONSIBLEFoR FAMILIES rec° .L o #1 KILLER. 638-1167 
• A thoughtfu! way to remember is with an In 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS IN Memoriam gift tO the Heart and Stroke Founda- 
THE MATTER OF THE NOTICE OF tion of B.C. and Yukon. Please mail your donation 
ESTATE OF ELIZABETH SUBSTANTIAL to the above address and include the name of the 
• ANN McKENZlE S ITES ,  COMPLETION deceased, your name and address, as well as the 
WIDOW, FORMERLY OF Project:Construction name and address of the next-of-kits for an 
4731 PARK AVENUE, of 8 Unit Multi-Family acknowledgement card. 
• . Complex " 
F°r" Muks'Kum'OI I Sing your way I 
Housing Society 
Cr°° treasCst°v  [ r............,.  ,oh, .nd ..n.  ln.° Ventures(lO91)Ltd. to the top of.t e charts 
Come out to Kamok¢ Night and sing..along Box 393 i 
Terrace B.C. 
VSG 4B1 
Take Notice that 
Substantial 
Completion has 
been given as of 
October 4, 1991 for 
this project. 
( 
t _ . . : _  . . . .  j . . . .  0 ' j -  - I t -  . . . . .  
• Join the chorus at George's Pub! 
Northern Motor Inn, 3086 Hwy 16 E., 
Terrace phone 635.6375 
TERRACE, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
Creditors and others havin 
claim against he above estate 
are required to send full particu- 
lars of such claims to Warner 
Bandstra, 200 - 4630 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
IS6, on or before the ]5tk. day 
of November, 1991, after which 
date the estate's assets will be 
distributed, having regard only 
to claims that have been re- 
ceived. 
[an C MacDonald, Executor 
Per:. 
Murdoch R. Robertson, 
Solicitor 
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*40 rebate 
• . .  , . , ~ :  ' .  :~  ! . -  . • '. . . . 
Smarter. • i ( 
i i~!~! ' ~ 
: ,  !" 
" ~!i;~•: :~¸ ~ ~/~i~iiiii!ii!i I 
! 
(offer valid until December 31, 1991) 
i 
*65 rebate 
(offer valid 1992) untiIMarch 31, 
offerinl : : ..... "0 
als 
There are now more than 200 Power Smart energy-efficient refrigerators for you to choose'from. And to help you decide, Hydro is i g significant 
cash rebates* When you're shopping for a new fridge, just look for the Power Smart sticker. There are energy-efficient models for which you 
get a $40 rebate, and there are super  energy-efficient models 'with a super  rebate of $65. Be sure to ask your salesperson to show 
you the qualifying Power Smart models. Complete lists also available from your salesperson or local Hydro office. You will 
receive our special Power Smart rebate form. Fill it out and send it in with proof of purchase. Your rebate will be on its way. 
And because your new fridge is Power Sm~u't, you also get on-going energy savings. So you save now.., and you save later. 
*Rebates apply to Canadianpurchases only. BC f lgdro  
• &, (~remator ium ',EtI~. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone (604) 635-2444 
Jeanette Schulmeister 
James B. Westerman 
Doug MacFarland 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
THE BODYSHOP 
635 3929 ..0.~,..,,-..cE 
FAX: 635.3081 
fla  ,wa ee 
• Perme We ei~clsllzo In • FaMide 
• P~lour etrl]OM ~ ehavn • M lml~m 
• CfNtlve Cull ~ tllpenl. • 
. Hew LOOk Coneultatlons • W~ng 
• ar~le & Up.~'s 
~$-5727 or 6354555 
Lakeln Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
IMPORTS - SALES 
PIANO TUNING. 
REGULATION & REBUILDING. 
Jos6 Coosemans 
4703 Straume Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
CANADA VSG 2C4 
(604) 635-9275 
SKEENA BELTING & 
RUBBER SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable - -  High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-06(1~ 
TERRACE 
CARPET DOCTOR 
Specialists in: 
,Upholstery 
,Carpet 
• Water Removal Services 
• Odor Control 
"WE MAKE HOUSE CALLS" 
RAY & JACKIE RIOUX 3738 River Dr. 
635-9618 Terrace,.B:C. 
MERC CRUllERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER ~OOUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. T560 & POWER PRODUCTS 
[635.290914946 Greig Ave., Terrace I e! 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 daily 
2701 S. Ka lum 635-61110 
DON'T LET THAT 
BIG ONE 
t J" GET AWAY! ,,f'k, 
Drop a line in the k~-~% 
Terrace R ~  
Classified Section for fast 
results. 
EC #1051 
"A True Northwest Company" 
638-0241 
(24 Hrs.) 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings Posters 
5 Minute Passposts ~: J  Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Ave.  Terrace, B.C. Bus. 635-5288 
Terrace, B.C. VSG I P9 Res. 635-5544 
i: 
Dave Parker,., 
now more 
than ever it's 
important to Keep Skeena 
Strong. .... 
V £a# 
- i L - j  
Paid for by The Committee To Re-Elect Dave Parker 
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RaJ ns  - - -  continued from page 1 
Terrace superintendent ofengineering Stew Chdstemen says there was 
no reported flooding in Terrace. He notes, however, there was some 
erosion around and under the Deep Creek dam, causing the city 
reservoir to run dry. Water is being drawn from Spring Creek until the 
damage can be mpairexl. 
John Buckle says at least one home in Dutch Valley was flooded and 
• sandbags were used in the area to prevent further damage. And east of 
Terrace, both the Copper and St. Cmix River bridges were threatened 
by erosion. 
South of Terrace, Highway 37 was closed for about 24 hours when 
150 metres of one lane disappeared into the Kitimat River. That section 
of road has now been repaired and repaved. 
Terrace  Youth Soccer  Assoc iat ion  
Indoor Soccer 
Begins Monday October 2 Ist. 
@ 6:30 p.m. 
Ages 10 and up. 
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SAT LLIT TV Jane's Pet Gallery Thornhlll Electric 
3532 Old Lakelse. Lake Dr. ..~_~I 
C:ncom/Valuevision authorized dealer ~ Dog and Cat Grooming ~ Terrace ph.635-9787 .~ 
PRO TECH ii. ! ~ -~..:p~ ~ FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY~'~h" ~
ELECTRONIC ~TECH ~ Pet Portraits ~ specializing In 
ENGINEERING :i';i ,~!~'~" L ~ ~  Original Pastel Portraits ~ residential & ~=:~ 
Residential. Commercial a~d;InSldOulsOtFrlaLT '0'' IIIOUSl',I,$ frO., ~ j  ~lr' Dogs, Cats, Horses and Wildl i fe ~ commercial wiring ~ ~  
ElecUonlc Equipment B 635"6552 B 
635-5134 , , ,9  Lakelse, Terrace , lANE TURNER 638-8018 Reg. #16984 Rlok MoCwron, ownerhnenllgl¢ 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovations 
"'No Job too Small'" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
GREENING TOURS LTD.. 
CUSTOMIZED TOWN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOURS 
Malcolm Simons ~ '  
Ph. 635-7724 
2090 Churchill Drive, R.R. #4 
Terrace British Columbia 
Canada V8G 4V2 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
Fax (604) 638-8991 
4711.A Kelth Ave. 
Auto G/ass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-,/.166 
West Coast ~ suppLi ,R~s 
Landscaping 
DESIGN,..--. INSTALLATION 
COMMERCIAL -- RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN .EJUVE.A.,ON " GI2APHICS ~CREEN Pl2iNTS • PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP Terrace, B,C. 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS ~O~l  KEITH AVENUE 635-7731 
"YOUR AUTHORIZED 
LENNOX DEALER" 
Heating & 
Air Conditioning 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles • Chalnsaws 
Snowmobiles, Madne Supplies 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES ~ LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
RaN 
Muffler Centre 
NATIONALLY GUARANTEED 
"If yoU're satisfied, tel l  others 
. , .  i f  not . . ,  tell us ."  
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terace, B.C. VSG 1N4 
. . . . . . .  Phone _~_?.~-_ 1991 
1 
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~t of us ... you've probably ~ 
had enough of "politics" in this election. 
You've seen, heard or read the party's 
positions. You've watched the debates 
and campaign forums. You've followed 
the going's on in the news. And now ... 
the decision is yours. 
There ale a lot of peoplewho believe 
an X beside Dave Parker's name is the 
o 
right choice for Skeena. Dave has 
worked hard on our behalf and his 
record of accomplishments proves that. 
He is committed to the future of this region. Dave knows how important 
health, education, transportation, social services and the environment are to 
us. He understands and has promoted the need for a strong economy and 
sensible opportunities to develop. He like many parents wants to ensure a 
secure future in Skeena which can offer employment for our children. 
In Victoria, Dave is no pushover. If something needs to get done ... it gets 
done. Those who have worked with him know they can count on Dave from 
beginning to end. And that's important. 
After 5 years of service, Dave Parker doesn't hold any illusions about being 
an MLA. 
A 100% commitment to Skeena means many long hours and much hard work. 
It's something he's used to and won't shy away from alter this election. 
When you make your decision, consider the options and then support Dave 
Parker. When you do ... you know your vote will help to keep Skeena Strong 
now and in the future. 
• • " k 
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